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ABSTRACT 
Present thesis is concerned with the calculation of 
nuclear natter optical potential, bindinft energy, 
incompressibility and the construction of nucleon-nucleus 
optical potential starting from realistic tvo-nucleon 
interaction in the lowest order Brueckner theory. Previous 
calculations have used four internucleon potentials, i.e. the 
Hamada-Johnston potential, the Reid potential, the Paris 
potential and the Urbana V14 potential. All these potentials 
are designed to reproduce the available, empirically 
determined, internucleon phase shifts for nucleon laboratory 
energies less than roughly 300 MeV. Additionally they 
reproduce the known deuteron binding energy. The 
Hamada-Johnston potential has a hard core at small 
internucleon separation while the remainder are strongly 
repulsive in this region but not infinitely so. The 
Hamada-Johnston and Reid potentials are now quite old 
potentials fitting essentially the same empirical phase shifts 
while the V14 and Paris potentials are the results from modern 
data and analyses. For this reason we have used Urbana V14 
soft core potential throughout the present thesis and the 
results obtained using V14 potential are compared with those 
using the older Hamada-Johnston hard core potential. 
In chapter I we give the general motivation of our work. 
I 
In chapter II we first describe in detail the 
calculational technique to obtain nuclear matter optical 
potential, nuclear matter binding energy and nuclear natter 
incompressibility in the first order Brueckner theory using 
Urbana V14 soft core and Hamada-Johnston (HJ) hard core 
interactions. Ue find that the lowest order Brueckner theory 
using Urbana V14 realistic interaction predicts a large 
saturation density and an overbinding of the infinite nuclear 
matter. Uhereas HJ interaction predicts a saturation density 
quite close to the empirical one, however the predicted 
binding energy is too low as compared with the empirical 
value. Thus the saturation density is correct but the system 
is underbound. Our calculation using Urbana V14 interaction 
gives rise to nuclear matter binding energy and nuclear matter 
incompressibility which are in fair agreement with the results 
using variational approach using the same (V14) two-body 
interaction. This is quite satisfying and it strengthens our 
confidence in the calculational procedure. 
Chapter III is concerned with the construction of 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential for finite nuclei from the 
effective t-matrices calculated in the lowest order Brueckner 
theory of infinite nuclear matter starting from realistic 
interaction following the folding procedure of Brieva and 
Rook. Ue do not use the approximate generalized reference 
spectrum method but solve the integral equation using matrix 
3 
inversion technique. In th i s chapter we f i r s t describe in 
de t a i l the nethod of ca lcula t ion of d i f fe ren t components, 
d i rec t c e n t r a l , exchange c e n t r a l , d i r e c t spin-orbit and 
exchange sp in -o rb i t par ts of the nucleon-nucleus opt ical 
p o t e n t i a l . Ue also present a new formulation of obtaining the 
ef fec t ive mass correct ion to the op t i ca l po ten t ia l , which 
s l i g h t l y d i f f e r s from others . The new feature i s not only the 
modification of the central imaginary par t but also a feed 
back term in the real central par t and a modification of the 
real sp in -o rb i t and imaginary s p i n - o r b i t par ts of the 
calcula ted op t ica l po ten t i a l . Ue have performed calculat ions 
for obtaining nucleon-nucleus op t i ca l po t en t i a l using both, 
Urbana V14 soft core and HJ hard core r e a l i s t i c in te rac t ions . 
The r e s u l t s show that the ca lcu la ted poten t ia l s are in 
reasonable agreement with the ones required to f i t the 
s c a t t e r i n g da ta . In par t icu la r we find tha t the real part of 
our ca lcu la ted opt ical potent ia l resembles in shape with the 
wine-bot t le bottom type of p o t e n t i a l in the intermediate 
energy region. The radial shape of r ea l opt ical potent ia l 
changes s u b s t a n t i a l l y with increasing energy. At low incident 
energy the calculated optical p o t e n t i a l contains a mild 
surface enhancement in the imaginary p a r t . At high incident 
energies the imaginary potent ia l has no surface peaking in the 
calculated p o t e n t i a l . Further, at low incident energies the 
centra l op t ica l potent ia l using V14 in te rac t ion in the 
interior region ia more attractive (by about 8 IleV in case of 
real part and by about 2-4 HeV in case of imaginary part) as 
compared with that using HJ interaction. Further, at low 
incident energies HJ interaction gives a pronounced surface 
enhancement whereas V14 interaction gives a milder surface 
enhancement in the imaginary central potential. 
In chapter IV we investigate the approximations used to 
calculate the central exchange part of the potential where we 
show that this part of the potential can be written as a 
series whose first term corresponds to that used by all 
previous authors. Ue have calculated the first three terms of 
the series which seems to converge fairly rapidly. Our 
calculations show that the additional two terms of the series 
contribute significantly only to the imaginary part of the 
central potential. The effect of these additional terms on the 
real part of central potential is only marginal. In 
particular, we show that as a result of these additional terms 
the surface peaking in the imaginary potential is enhanced to 
some extent at low incident nucleon energies. This surface 
peaking at low incident nucleon energies has often been 
suggested by empirical analyses. Its absence in all 
microscopic calculations starting from basic nucleon 
interaction has been a problem. The size of the imaginary part 
of the central potential, particularly in the nuclear interior 
is not substantially reduced by the inclusion of the two 
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additional terms of the series as required by the low enerfiy 
8catterin£ data. Thus the calculated inafiinary potential 
remains about 40% larger than the one required for obtaining 
good agreement with the scattering data. 
In chapter V we investigate the calculation of spin-orbit 
part of the nucleon-nucleus potential. Our investigations lead 
us to the following conclusions. First we consider the direct 
part of the spin-orbit potential. Previous calculations used 
series expansions and made use of various approximations to 
sum the series. In particular, we show that the series of 
Greenlees et al. and that of Scheerbaum are formally 
equivalent. Further, we show that the convergence of the 
series is doubtful, that is, the second term of the series is 
almost as large as the first term. Ue show that one can easily 
calculate the direct part of the spin-orbit potential exactly 
without making any of the approximations mentioned above. Our 
calculations show that the approximation of using just the 
first term of the series underestimates the direct part of the 
spin-orbit potential at short distances and overestimates it 
at large distances. However, the volume integrals calculated 
from the first order term of the series and that from the 
exact expression are very similar. For the exchange part of 
the spin-orbit potential, our calculations show that the 
approximations made earlier are more severe. Ue have 
presented, in this chapter, a method of calculating the 
exchange part without makine any approxination. In particular, 
we find that the calculations following the approximate method 
of Brieva and Rook overeetimate the exchange part of the spin 
orbit potential by about 30%. Thus the total spin-orbit 
potential at peak is reduced by 15% as a result of our exact 
calculations. 
Ue have made analyses of the differential cross sections 
and polarization data of elastic scattering of protons from 
Ca at several energies in low and intermediate energy 
regions using the new potentials of chapter IV and chapter V. 
The agreement obtained using the calculated potential is 
reasonable. However, the calculated central imaginary part is 
still appreciably large as in earlier calculations. 
Calculations of the central imaginary part of the potential 
using three nucleon correlation terms in the Brueckner theory 
shows a promise of substantially affecting the strength of the 
central imaginary potential. The results indicate that the 
inclusion of such higher order terms reduces the calculated 
potential by about 10-15 % and further enhances the surface 
peaking. Further, the use of off-shell prescription for 
calculating the energies of the intermediate state nucleons 
also reduces the strength of the imaginary potential at low 
energies. However, in the present thesis, we have not 
investigated these effects. Further, from this analysis the 
calculated spin-orbit part is too small (about 30%). Ue think 
7 
that thia feature and the size of the imaginary central part 
are the present major discrepancies at lower energies in 
calculations of the type described here. 
In conclusion we feel satisfied that we have been able to 
make substantial improvement in the calculational procedure 
for obtaining both the central and spin-orbit parts of the 
microscopic optical potential for spherical spin zero nuclei. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1 
Cl.l> Historical d*v»lopiMftnti 
One o£ the fundanental challengea we usually encounter 
with in theoretical nuclear physica is to understand the 
properties of nuclei and nuclear reactions in terns of 
fundamental interaction. In this context, the interaction 
between a nucleon and a nucleus is of basic iaportance. The 
study of the nucleon-nucleus interaction has quite a long 
history. As long ago as 1935, Bethe calculated the 
scattering of nucleons by a purely real potential and found 
narked resonances that are not observed experinentally. Le 
Levier and Saxon showed that these are danped if the 
potential is allowed to become conplex, and that such 
potentials are able to reproduce quite well the differential 
cross-sections for the elastic scattering of the mediun energy 
protons by nuclei. This work was extended to neutron 
3) 
scattering by Feshbach, Porter and Ueisskopf who examined 
the total and the reaction cross-sections for the interaction 
of the neutrons with nuclei over a wide range of energies and 
3) 
nuclei. Feshbach, Porter and Ueisskopf also used a complex 
potential, and this is referred to as the optical model by 
analogy with the interaction of light with a medium that is 
both refractive and absorptive. Just as this can be treated by 
allowing the refractive index to become complex, so the 
scattering and absorption of nucleons by nuclei can be 
represented by a conplex potential. In their calculations they 
used a apharically aymnetric potentl*! with simple aquAr* well 
forai and they were able to reproduce very well the over all 
features of the aieaaured total and reaction croas-aections. 
Subaequently, it waa realiaed that thia aucceaa ia partly due 
to the relatively poor energy reaolution of the early 
flieaaurenenta. Later, the isprovenenta in the experiaental 
techniquea ahowed that the croaa-aectiona of reaction paaaing 
through the coapound nucleua fluctuate aa the incident energy 
variea, but if the energy apread of the incident beam ia 
greater than the mean width of the fluctuationa an averaged 
croaa-aection ia obtained that generally variea quite anoothly 
with energy. Detailed analyaee ahowed that thia energy averged 
differential croaa-aection ia the aum of compound nucleua and 
direct reaction componenta. The former may be calculated uaing 
4) 
the theory of Houaer and Feahbach ' and aubtracted from the 
meaaured croaa-aection. Aa the energy increaaea the 
contribution of the compound nucleua proceaaea falla rapidly 
and aoon becomea negligible. For moat nuclei, the compound 
nucleua contribution to the elaatic acattering croaa-aection 
ia negligiblt for energiea above 15 MeV, ao that the data may 
be analyaed tirectly uaing the optical model. Summarizing the 
reaulta of laat three decadea one may aay that the nucleon 
optical model has proved to be a very uaeful tool in 
underatanding a large variety of nuclear reactions. 
In recent yeara very many analyaea of neutron and proton 
interactions with nuclei hav« b««n «ad« with optical 
potentials of increasing sophistication. The nucleon optical 
potential can be determined either by the phenonenological 
analyses of the experinental data or by a nore fundamental 
calculation (often called microscopic calculation) startinft 
from the nucleon-nucleon interaction. The former uses rather 
simple physical arguments to establish the form of the 
potential and the appropriate values of its parameters, and 
then relies on comparisons with experimental data to fix these 
parameters more precisely. In the conventional optical model 
5) phenomenology (i.e. the standard optical model) , both the 
real and imaginary central potentials are parametrized in 
Uoods-Saxon (two-parameter Fermi) form. The standard 
spin-orbit potential is considered to be the conventional 
Thomas form which involves the derivatives of a Uoods-Saxon 
function. These potentials are then inserted into the 
Schr6dinger equation which involves relativistic kinematics. 
The potentials that one finds in a conventional, standard 
optical model analyses in the energy region 20-800 HeV, 
exhibit several characteristic features: First, the real 
central potential becomes repulsive above about 600 tleV and 
since in this parametrization the potential has a monotonic 
radial dependence, it is obviously either attractive 
everywhere or repulsive everywhere. Second, the imaginary part 
of the central potential increases monotonically with energy. 
Third, the real spln-orblt tern Is attractive while the 
laaftlnary part la repulsive. Generally, the real spin-orbit 
potential decreases with increasing energy, while the 
inaglnary spln-orblt potential grows with Increasing energy, 
with the exception that the real spin-orbit potential at 500 
5'i HeV is found to be larger than at 200 HeV ''. 
The conventional optical model phenonenology poses 
several severe problens of peculiarity. For instance, the root 
•lean square radius of the real central potential (for -,Pb as 
target) in the interinedlate energy region, exhibits a peculiar 
5) 
non-nonotonic behaviour , indicating that the geometry of the 
real central potential appears to be changing quite 
substantially with energy. At high energies, one finds a root 
mean square radius which is considerably smaller than at lower 
energies, indicating that the range of the repulsive potential 
is shorter than that of the attractive potential at low 
energies. Other peculiar behaviour that one usually encounters 
with in the conventional optical model phenomenology is 
concerned with the spin-orbit potential. Uith increasing 
energy, the volume integral of the real spin-orbit potential, 
K" , falls sharply and seems to have a minimum near 200 IleV 
before resuming its decrease beyond 400 HeV. Similarly the 
volume integral of the imaginary spin-orbit potential, K* , 
peaks at 200 HeV, decreases rapidly again and even changes 
sign near 400 NeV. 
Th« abov« aentionAd difficultiss are asaociat«d with the 
use of soiooth Uooda-Saxon geonetry for the radial behaviour of 
the potential over a wide energy range of the projectile. It 
also presents a serious problem of fitting the differential 
cross-sections and analyzing powers above 200 HeV. 
Subsequently, the need for a nore flexible paranetrization, 
5) 
certainly of the real central potential, was emphasized . 
Various non-Uoods-Saxon form factors have in fact been 
proposed. It was realised that above 200 MeV the interior of 
the nucleus, in terms of real central potential, becomes 
repulsive while the tail region remains attractive (upto 
around 700 HeV). Recently, the success of Dirac 
6~8 ) phenomenology * indicates a non-Uoods-Saxon 
(wine-bottle-bottom) shape for the real central potential. 
Further, at higher energies one still finds a small attractive 
tail with a strongly repulsive interior for the real part of 
the potential. This type of potential gives excellent fits to 
the elastic scattering data, which are greatly superior to any 
fit with standard Uoods-Saxon potentials. 
CI.23 Microscopic c a l c u l a t i o n of nucl*on-nucl*UB opt ical 
p o t e n t i a l I 
Th« aiicroacopic calculat iona of th« o p t i c a l potential ar« 
coaputat ional ly aore d i f f i c u l t . However, the nuaerical 
9-15) techniques used have now been developed to give r e l i a b l e 
quant i ta t ive r e s u l t s . Ue shal l confine our d iscuss ion to the 
• i c r o s c o p i c c a l c u l a t i o n of nucleon-nucleus opt i ca l potent ia l 
within the framework of the Brueckner theory of i n f i n i t e 
nuclear n a t t e r . The e s sen t ia l ingredient in the microscopic 
approach i s the energy and dens i ty dependant complex NN 
e f f e c t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n ( t -matrix) which i s obtained by so lv ing 
the Bethe-Goldstone equation. This e f f e c t i v e interact ion i s 
then folded with the ground s t a t e target nuclear density to 
y ie ld a nucleon-nucleus opt i ca l p o t e n t i a l using some 
prescr ip t ion for fo ld ing . In f a c t , the evaluation of the 
e f f e c t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n needs a r e a l i s t i c NN interact ion which 
must in p r i n c i p l e be determined u l t i m a t e l y by the underlying 
dynamics of quarks and gluons, namely quantum chromodynamics 
(QCD). However, due to the non-perturbative character of QCD 
in the low energy regime relevant for nuclear physics , we are 
far away from quant i ta t ive understanding of the NN interact ion 
in t h i s way. Consequently, one looks forward for an 
a l t e r n a t i v e approach of construct ing an NN interact ion . A 
var ie ty of q u a n t i t a t i v e r e a l i s t i c NN i n t e r a c t i o n s empirically 
determined and based on the meson exchange are now avai lable 
in the literatur*. U«ll known •xanplea of such NN Intsractiona 
Are Paris potential , Bonn potential , Reid hard/soft core 
18) 19) 
potential ', Ha«ada-Johnston hard core potential and 
Urbana V14 soft core potential * . However, throughout the 
present work, we sake use of only Urbana V14 soft core 
potential and have done calculation using Hanada-Johnston hard 
core potential also. 
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C1.3) Outline of th« present works 
In Chapter II we diacuaa in d e t a i l the calculat ional 
techniques to obtain the nuclear natter o p t i c a l potent ia l in a 
s e l f - cona ia tent aanner. Ue alao deacribe the ca lcu la t ion of 
binding energy and inconpreaa ib i l i ty of i n f i n i t e nuclear 
• a t t e r uaing f i r a t order Brueckner theory, s t a r t i n g fron both 
19^ 20) 
the Hanada-Johnston hard core '^  and Urbana V14 so f t core 
r e a l i s t i c i n t e r a c t i o n s . F inal ly ve d i s cus s the r e s u l t s of our 
ca lcu lat ion and coapare with the e a r l i e r c a l c u l a t i o n s . Ue 
would see here that the calculated nuclear nat ter optical 
potent ia l s using Urbana V14 in terac t ion are q u a l i t a t i v e l y 
s i n i l a r to the one uaing Hanada-Johnaton i n t e r a c t i o n a , except 
that the uae of Urbana V14 in teract ion g ivea a real nuclear 
•a t ter opt ica l p o t e n t i a l which la nore a t t r a c t i v e aa compared 
with the reaulta uaing Hanada-Johnaton i n t e r a c t i o n . Ue would 
alao aee that the f i r a t order Brueckner theory with the uae of 
•14 in terac t ion predic ta an overbound i n f i n i t e nuclear natter 
of large aaturat ion denaity aa conpared with the enpirical 
value, whereaa that with the uae of Hanada-Johnaton 
Interaction predicta an underbound i n f i n i t e nuclear natter of 
aaturation denaity c loaer to enpir ica l one. Further, the 
levest order Brueckner theory with the use of V14 interact ion 
predicts a nuclear na t t er i n c o n p r e s s i b i l i t y which i s in fair 
a^reenent with the empirical value and a l s o with the resu l t s 
nsting var ia t iona l approach, whereas that with the use of 
Haaiada-Johnston intttraction predicts a nucltar aattcr 
incoapreasibil i ty which ia quit* low aa coaparad with the 
aapirical valua. 
Chapter III daacribaa tha procadura for obtaining optical 
potential for f in i te nuclei fro» the inf in i te nuclear aatter 
potential within the fraae work of the firat order Brueckner 
theory start ing from a r e a l i s t i c interaction. Here we firat 
systeaiatically present the formalisn for obtaining different 
components (central direct , central exchange, spin-orbit 
direct and apin-orbit exchange terms) of the nucleon-nucleus 
optical potential using some folding prescription in local 
density approximation. Ue also present a new formulation of 
obtaining the effective mass correction to the optical 
potential , which s l ight ly d i f fers from others. Ue would see 
that our new formulation not only modifies the central 
Imaginary part but also gives a feedback term in the real 
central part and modifies the real and imaginary parts of 
spin-orbit optical potential . Ue then give the results of our 
calculation of nucleon-nucleus optical potenial using both the 
flrbana VI4 soft core ^ and Hamada-Johnston hard core ^ 
interactions for use in studying the e last ic scattering of 
4 0 protons from Ca nucleus at low and intermediate energies. 
Finally, we analyse the experimental data of di f ferent ia l 
cross-sections and spin observables (analyzing powers and spin 
rotation functions) for p- Ca e l a s t i c scattering at about 18 
iO 
•n«rfti«a in the low and Interaedlat* anerfty r«aions. Ue would 
see that the calculated potentials are in reasonable agreeaent 
with the ones required to fit the scattering data. In 
particular we find that the real part of our calculated 
optical potental reseatbles in shape with the wine-bottle 
bottoa type of potential at an incident energy in the 
transition region. The radial shape of real optical potential 
changes substantially with increasing energy. Our calculation 
shows a nild surface enhancement in the inaginary part of the 
optical potential at low incident energies. At high incident 
energies the imaginary potential has no surface peaking in the 
calculated potential. However, there are several 
discrepancies. Firstly, the calculated imaginary central 
potentials at low energies are larger (by about 30-50 I) than 
the ones required by the experimental data. Secondly, the 
surface enhancement in the calculated central imaginary 
potential at low energies is insignificant as compared with 
that observed in the empirical potentials. Finally, 
significant discrepancies are observed in the calculated and 
eiq>lrical spin-orbit potential. The reasons for these 
shortcomings will be explored in detail in the succeeding 
dM4>ters IV and V. 
In Chapter IV we investigate the approximations made in 
Ch^^ter III for the calculation of the central part of 
Bvcleon-nucleus optical potential. Here we propose a new 
il 
••thod for th« calculation of the central part of 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential. Ue first giva the relevant 
foraial derivation. Ue then discuss the results of our exact 
calculations. Ue also compare these results with the 
corresponding results of earlier calculations described in 
Chapter III. Ue shall show that the exchange part of the 
central potential can be written as a series whose first tera 
corresponds to the comnonly used expression for the potential. 
Ue have been able to calculate the first three terns of this 
series. One of the consequences of these additional exchange 
teras is the enhancenent of the surface peaking in the central 
iaaginary part of the calculated potential at low incident 
nucleon energies. The effect of these new terns is very snail 
at high energies. The real part of the central optical 
potential is only narginally affected with the inclusion of 
these additional exchange terns. 
In Chapter V we investigate the approxinations generally 
used (as also described in chapter III) in calculating the 
spin-orbit part of the nucleon-nucleus optical potential. Ue 
have shown that the spin-orbit part of the potential can be 
expressed as a series. All the earlier calculations have only 
used the first tern of this series. An interesting fact that 
cones out is that the second order tern of this series can be 
as large as the first tern and that the full aeries gives 
results which are quite close to the first tern. After 
12 
describing the foraalisn for obtaininfi this series expansion 
we discuss the results of our calculations which use the full 
aeries. In the later part of this chapter we discuss the 
results of our exact calculations using iaproved exchange part 
of the central potential and spin-orbit part calculated 
without making any approxination and then compare these 
results with our older calculations. 
Finally Chapter VI provides the conclusion of the present 
work. 
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CHAPTER II 
NUCLEAR MATTER OPTICAL POTENTIAL 
AND 
NUCLEAR MATTER BINDING ENERGY 
K J 
C2.13 Introductiont 
The main aim of the nuclear physics is to understand the 
structure of nuclei in terns of their elementary constituents 
and the interaction among them. In the absence of any 
fundamental theory we assume that the non-relativlstic 
Schrttdinser wave equation for neutrons and protons interactinfi 
through two-body potential is a reasonable starting point. 
Since our aim is to describe the scattering processes at low 
and intermediate energies, we restrict our discussion to the 
approaches based on the realistic nucleon-nucleon interaction. 
The problem of solving the wave equation with realistic 
two-body force for nuclei is too hard at the moment. At this 
juncture, the theory of nuclear matter comes into the picture. 
Nuclear matter is a hypothetical system which contains 
equal number of neutrons and protons. The Coulomb force for 
this system is assumed to be switched off. Consequently, a 
nuclear matter is translationally invariant and an isotropic 
medium. Owing to translational invariance of the system, the 
one-paricle wavefunctions are plane waves. This leads to a 
tremendous simplifications. Thus the most difficult part of a 
finite nucleus calculation, the calculation of the single 
particle wavefunction, is absent from the nuclear matter 
problem. The only problem is now to calculate the energy of 
the system as a function of density and the effective 
interaction between the particles. 
ib 
Two main Approach«a cxiat in nuclear natter theory. The 
flrat approach la baaed on the Brueckner theory and the second 
approach is based on the variational nethod. The first nuclear 
matter calculations, in the forner approach, were perfomed by 
Hans Euler ^ in 1937. He applied an attractive potential of 
the Gaussian shape in second order perturbation theory. Modern 
studies began in the early 1950*8 after a repulsive core in 
the nuclear potential had been conjectured. The conventional 
perturbation theory was inadequate to handle such singular 
potentials, for the hard core present in the NN potential 
would ftive rise to an infinite contribution in each order. The 
development of some special methods was essentially needed. 
2-5) This task was initiated by Brueckner and coworkers 
Later, a formal basis for this new approach was provided by 
Goldstone who established the so called linked cluster 
expansion. The physics behind this new approach was revealed, 
7 ) 
in particular, by Bethe . The success of Brueckner theory in 
practical calculations stem from the fact that certain classes 
of linked diagram can be summed in close form up to infinite 
orders defining the so called reaction matrix, t. All 
quantities are then formulated in terms of this t-matrix which 
is smooth and well behaved even for a hard core internucleon 
potential. First numerical calculations applying Brueckner 
theory were performed in 1958 by Brueckner and Gammel ^ using 
9) the Gammel-Thaler potential '. Hans Bethe and his 
CO 
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llaborators ^ mad* substantial advancss in ths physical 
underatandins of Bru«ckner theory. Further advances were aiade 
around 1970 by many others 
Alsiost at the sane tine when this new perturbation theory 
was fornulated, Jastrow suftgested an alternative approach. He 
reconnended the use of the trial wave functions to be applied 
in a variational problen. However, the conplexity of the 
problen evolving with the inclusion of spin, isospin, tensor 
and spin-orbit correlations discouraged the physicists from 
vigorously pursuing this approach in the 1950*8. Uhen the 
discovery of pulsar (neutron stars) in the late 1960's 
suggested the consideration of highly dense natter, the 
interest in the Jastrow approach was revived, as it is 
believed to be nore reliable at high densities than Brueckner 
theory. 
In the nid 1970's the nuclear nany-body connunity was 
shaken by an apparent discrepancy between results fron 
Brueckner theory and the variational approach. This indicated 
that both theories had to be re-examined and nore consistent 
calculations had to be performed. For Brueckner theory this 
20-22 "i 
was done in particular by B. D. Day ^. The variational 
231 
approach was pursued nainly by Pandharipande and Uiringa "^. 
As a result of this enormous work, in the early 1980's, 
quantitatively very close predictions were obtained from the 
different nany body approaches using realistic NN 
18 
24-25) potentials . However, we ahall restrict ouraelvea to the 
approach based on Brueckner theory of infinite nuclear natter. 
In section 2.2 we present in detail the calculational 
techniques involved in the evaluation of nuclear natter 
optical potential and the properties of nuclear natter using 
Brueckner theory. Finally, the results of our calculations are 
discussed in section 2.3. 
i j 
C2.23 Calculational t*chnlquftsi 
Bruacknsr-Goldatone th«ory h*« in th« p««t b««n 
auccttssfully appll«d aa the atartinft point for the nuclear 
natter calculation. Thia theory haa been exhauatively 
deacribed in the ref. \ It ia baaed on the Goldatone 
expanaion, which ia a linked-cluater perturbation aeriea for 
the Around atate energy of a aiany-body ayateai. The ground 
atate energy of a aiany-body ayaten, according to the Goldatone 
expanaion, can be obtained by adding the unperturbed energy to 
the aun of all connected diagrana. 
Owing to the atrong abort range repulaion in the 
nucleon-nucleon potential at abort diatancea, all the aiatrix 
eleaienta in the Goldatone expanaion becone very large and the 
aeriea doea not converge. For thia purpoae the diagrana in the 
Goldatone expanaion are rearranged in auch a way that each 
natrix element of two-body potential ia replaced by an 
infinite aeriea which takea care of two-body interaction to 
all ordera of interaction. The quantity that replacea the 
two-body potential ia called the reaction natrix , t. Thua, 
the Goldatone expanaion ia finally converted to one in which 
the potential ia eliminated in favour of the reaction natrix. 
The reaulting expanaion ia called the Brueckner-Goldatone 
expanaion. Since the reaction natrix ia well behaved even for 
a aingular two-body force, all the terna in the 
Brueckner-Goldatone expanaion are finite and of reaaonable 
nagnitude. 
20 
Th« reaction aatrlx correaponda to an operator which is 
defined aa 
t(w) = V - v(Q/«)v + v(Q/«)v(Q/«)v - (2.1) 
Here v ia the realiatic internucleon interaction, w ia the 
atartins energy, Q ia the Pauli operator which annihilatea a 
two-particle atate unleaa both particlea are above the ferati 
aea, and e ia the energy denominator of the two-particle atate 
ninua the atarting energy. The above expanaion ia equivalent 
to the following integral equation 
t(w) = V - v(Q/«)t(w). (2.2) 
The operator t alwaya operatea on the unperturbed two-nucleon 
wave function, * (''.»''.)t which ia the product of 
aingle-nucleon wavefunctiona , i.e. 
•„(«*^.»',) = *, (»^^ ) *, (»^, ) = I rB> (2.3) 
Since the ayaten of infinite nuclear natter ia honogeneoua and 
iaotroplc, the aingle-particle wavefunctiona are plane wavea 
repreaented by 
ik .r 
^ (r ) = ft-'-S * 
• A ' (2.4) 
n 
The nucleons are assumed to be contained in a very large box 
of volune ft and the wave vector k satisfies the periodic 
boundary condition. In the unperturbed ground state, all the 
states with moaentuai less than the ferni flionentuiB, kp, are 
occupied and all other states are enpty. 
The correlated two-body wavefunction, * C'^^.r.), is 
given by 
*r.f^'^^ =»^(r,^.)-(Q/*)t»,.0^. r , ) . (2.5) 
It then follows that 
V * (r^.r ,) = [ v - v ( 0 / * ) t ] *^Cr^.'^, ) (2 .6a) 
= t» (r .r ) , (2.6b) 
and 
<« I t l t > « <« | v | « >. (2 .7 ) 
Hence, in order to calculate the reaction matrix, we 
require to calculate the correlated two-nucleon wavefunction. 
C2. 2.1> Corrttlalftd t,wo-nucl*on wavAfunclloni 
The radial part of the correlated two-nucleon 
wavefunction, following the procedure of partial wave 
26) 
expansion as described in ref. assumes the following form 
Z2 
of int•£ral equation 
(2.8) 
Her« G (r,r') ia the Green's function, Vt»i»# i« *he realistic 
NN interaction in the state JSl'1" and j^(kr) is the Bessel 
function. J, S, 1 and 1' denote the two-nucleon total angular 
monentusi, total spin, initial and final orbital angular 
iBonenta respectively. 
The presence of hard core in the internucleon potential 
poses a' serious difficulty since the value of integral on the 
right hand side of the above equation appears to be 
indeterminate in the core region. However, this difficulty can 
be overcome, if we make following replacement. 
Jfi J^ kVfi 
v^,^«(r') u^^„(r') = X^^,ft(r'-r^) 6^ ,^ „ ; for r' < r^. (2.9) 
The value of X^ ^^ , is determined by the condition that the 
radial wavefunction should vanish at the hard core radius, r . 
Using eq.(2.9) in eq. (2.8), we get 
< ^ ( k r ) = j^(kr) a^^.-4n r/G^ ( r . r^  )X;;«. 
-4nE J G^ . (r,r' )v;'f^ „(r' )Ui"„(r' )r'*dr' . (2.10) 
r 
o 
ii3 
The condition that u... (kr) should vanish *t r « r d«t«rain«s 
JS 
value of '^ j^^ , . which is 
\C»cr,>«..' _' ^ f,..,^ ^^ -^"^ ^ 
. « - , X « '^''•' G, (r ,r ) 4nr G. (r ,r ) r r i o « 
o I c o e c 
•*•'•- (2.11) X ^.i^C*"' )«ii..C''' )• 
jfli 
Substitutina the value of \^^^, from eq. (2.11) into eq 
(2.10) , we obtain 
00 
u;;". (r) + 4nE rr'*dr'F^(r,r' )v'T^„(r' )uj"„ (f ) = ^(kr) 6^^, 
r 
« 
(2.12) 
where s (kr) and F (r,r') are defined as 
G (r,r ) 
8,(kr) = j,(kr) - j (kr )_i (2.13) 
G, (r ,r ) 
l e e 
and 
G.(r,r ) G (r ,r' ) 
F^(r,r') - G^(r.r') - — 1 . f (2.14) 
^l^^'-^c) 
The eisenfunctions of J and 1 are defined only for 1 = J 
for the singlet state with S = 0, and only for 1 = J or J±l 
for the triplet states with S - 1. The tensor force couples 
^4 
th« triplet states with the sane J and parity, that is, the 
states with S = 1 and 1 » J±l. The state with S = 1 and 1 » J 
does not couple with any other states since the triplet states 
with 1 « J±l have parity opposite to that of 1 = J state. 
27") 28) 
Ue have used Hanada-Johns ton ' as well as Urbana VI4 
potentials for v including all partial waves and tensor 
couplings with relative orbital ancular nonentun 1 ^ 5 . Thus, 
the states we consider here for the realistic interactions 
include fourteen uncoupled and four coupled states as listed 
below: 
Uncoupl*d Blat*si 
T - 1 states T = 0 states 
Singlet even: Singlet odd: 
Triplet odd: Triplet even: 
•^ • *\ ••«» •'»- '"P* ''i-'c. ''^ ^ 
Coupled Blai*Bi 
T =1 s t a t e s T = 0 s t a t e s 
»P-»F. •S -*D 
e * i A 
• F - ' H "D - ' G 
4 4 • • 
Zli 
The integral in eq. (2.12) is discretised uaing Sinpmon'm 
rule. The interval (r ,00) is broken into 5 small intervals of 
varyinft step sizes. For Hamada-Johnston hard core internucleon 
potential, the integrand in eq. (2.12) is calculated at 29 
points for the nucleon separation upto 8.55 F using following 
•esh: 
(r.r') = r ( » 0.485), (0.0323), 0.55, (0.05), 0.65, (0.10), 
e 
1.05, (0.25), 3.55, (0.50), 8.55 F. 
Discretisation of the integral converts eq. (2.12) into a 
matrix equation of the form Au - C. Here A is the 29x29 matrix 
for the uncoupled states and the 58x58 matrix for the coupled 
triplet states. Matrix A is inverted using standard computer 
subroutine of the NAG LIBRARY and finally the matrix u 
corresponding to the radial part of the correlated two-nucleon 
wavefunction is obtained by the relation u = A C. 
For Urbana V14 soft core internucleon interaction, on the 
other hand, we evaluate the integral in eq. (2.12) at 39 
points for nucleon separation upto 8.9 F using the following 
mesh: 
(r, r') = 0.00, (0.05), 0.80, (0.10), 1.40, (0.25), 1.90, 
(0.50), 3.90, (0.50), 8.90 F. 
Here the matrix to be inverted is 39x39 matrix for the 
uncoupled states and 78x78 matrix for the coupled triplet 
states. 
Energy d*noninalor and its rootsi 
Uhen a nucleon of momentum k is incident on the bound 
o 
-^ D 
nucleon with •oa«ntuai k insid* th« forni s«a, both the 
incident and the target nucleons are excited to states outaide 
the ferni sea and interact in the intermediate state with 
Konenta k and k . 
The startinft energy u is the sun of energy of incident 
and bound nucleons, i.e. 
« = e(k^)+e(k^). (2.15) 
where 
h*k* 
e(k^) = * Re U(k^) (2.16) 
2in ** 
and 
• (k^) = + R« U(k^^). (2.17) 
2n 
The sun of energy of two nucleons in the internediate states 
is 
e(p^) + e(p_) = i- + V(k^) + — + V(k^). (2.18) 
2n 2n 
For the given relative nonentun k and center of nass nonent un 
Q, the quantities k , k and their higher powers can be 
defined by 
a 
k* = 1 0* + k* + Ok -2^  (2.19*) 
* 4 y3 
k* = 1 0* + k* - Ok — (2.19b) 
• 4 ya 
K " ^^l^* ' •^r ' ^^t^' (2.19c) 
k* = (k*)* ; k* = (ij)* . (2.19d) 
where y La the Paul! function £or the relative vomentum k and 
0 ia the center of aaas nonentun. 
Ue now paraaetrize V(k^) and V(k ), the real part of the 
optical potential, by the expressions 
V(k^) = V^ + V^k* + V^ k* • V,k* (2.20a) 
and 
V(k^) = V^ + V^k^ + V^l^ * \ \ - (2.20b) 
Addinfl eqa. (2.20a) and (2.20b), we obtain 
V(k^) + V(k^) = a^  + a^ k* + a^ k* + a^  k* . (2.21) 
Here the coefficients a , a , a and a occurina in the riaht 
o i c • " " 
hand s ide of eq. (2.21) are related with the paraneters V , 
o 
^8 
V , V and V . Sine* th« san* paranetara V , V . V and V_ arc 
used for both the potentials of the internediate particles, 
the odd powers of k do not appear in the expression of 
V(k^)+V(k,). 
It is now straightforward to write down the expression 
for the energy denominator, «, using eqs. (2.18), (2.19) and 
(2.21) as 
t(P^) + •(P_) - " 
h Q 1 r h 
= fa + - <•>! + [a + I^k" + a k* + a.k**, (2.22) 
L * 2n J L " 2i« J 
with n s 2n. The roots of energy denominator are obtained by 
Newton-Raphson's method. The roots lie on the real axis for 
the real energy denominator. 
C2.2.23 Nucl*ar Matter optical potttntiali 
In order to calculate the nuclear matter optical 
potential we first calculate the correlated two-nucleon 
wavefunction as described in the previous section and then we 
calculate t-matrices using the following equation 
Z <*Jt(s.m^)|*^> = E <^J>^k^>- (2.23) 
The optical potential for a particle with momentum k is given 
by 
^9 
1 * * 
"-^(^'•E) = — EE E n (j)(2T4l)(2S+l) 
***• 2 i 
X E^ <J,k|t(S,»^,T)|J,k>. (2.24) 
Here T, S and m are the total isospin, total spin and the 
z-conponent of the total apin. The suxnation over j are over 
the occupied states in the ferini see and the function n (j) is 
defined as 
n^CJ) = 1 ; if j<k^ 
= 0 ; if j>k . (2.25) 
F i n a l l y , the opt ica l p o t e n t i a l may be written a s : 
1 * * 
U^^Ck.E) = ± E E E n ^ ( J ) ( 2 T + l ) ( 2 S + l ) Q ( S , T , J , q ; e ( J ) + E ) , 
2 j Tao a -o 
( 2 . 2 6 ) 
where 
•»•* r j , ( q r ) 
+ 
•*•» r J , K^t^ J 
0 ( S , T , J , q ; w ) = 4n E E (2J + 1) . 1 
J imj-t. L 4nG, (r , r ,w) c o 
tt> 
r \ , ( < » f ) E V ' ('•5u;'r'.v^'»''^H ' ( 2 . 2 7 ) 
r 
0 
with q >= ~ (J-k). The aumnation over J in eq. (2.27) refers to 
m 
the integration over the momenta j and the angle between J and 
k. Here J refers to momenta of bound nucleona in the fermi 
sea. Five points Gaussian is chosen respectively for the 
integration corresponding to its magnitude and angle. 
C2.2.3:> Nucl*ar natt*r binding •n*rgyi 
The energy of a nucleon with momentum k in the infinite 
nuclear matter in its lowest energy state is defined as the 
sum of kinetic energy and the nuclear matter optical 
potential, i.e. 
E(k) = ii— + V(k). (2.28) 
2m 
The average binding energy per nucleon for the infinite 
nuclear matter is given by 
k 
r 
J [-!LiL_ + i V(k)]k*dk 
2i 
E^ = — 2 . (2.29) 
** k 
r J . . . dk 
o 
The factor of 1/2 with V(k) appears because V(k) arises from 
the interaction of the pair of particles, and we must not 
count the potential energy of a pair twice. 
Parametrising the potential V(k) in the form 
n 
V ( k ) = V + V k* + V k* +V k** , ( 2 . 3 0 ) 
O i S B 
we get the expresalon for binding energy per nucleon as 
z 
L ^ 1 \y + iv kl + iv K; + iv it] 
5 2in 2 
( 2 . 3 1 ) 
C2. 2. 4) Nucl*ar natter Incompressibilltyi 
The incompresaibility, K, of the nuclear matter is 
intimately related with the nuclear matter binding energy per 
nucleon, E^, namely 
d*E b 
K = r* . (2.32) 
o 
dr * 
o 
Here r is the internucleon separation, which is related with 
the nuclear matter density and fermi momentum through 
following relations 
- = - nr* (2.33) 
P 3 ** 
and 
- [-^]< (2.34) 3n^ -• ' 
62 
Subatitutinft E^  from •q. (2 .31) in to eq. ( 2 . 3 2 ) , we s e t th« 
expression for nuclear aatter i n c o n p r e s s i b i l i t y as 
K f l i J L + i _ v l k * + i ° Vk" 4 7V k-, ( 2 .35 ) 
L 5 2 . 10 *J " 7 • ' 
where V , V and V are the parameters of the nuclear natter 
« s • 
optical potsntial, eq. 2.30. 
C2. 2. S> MftthMl of calculatloni 
Ue now describe the techniques for calculatina 
29 ) t-matrices. Ue use the nethod of ref. ^, i.e. the solution of 
integral equation (2.2) in coordinate space. There are however 
a number of differences between our calculation and that of 
29^ 28) 
ref. ^. Ue use Urbana V14 soft core ^ and Hamada-Johnston 
27 ) hard core potentials for v including all partial waves and 
all couplings with relative angular momenta L ^ 5. The 
numerical solution of the equation and the calculation of 
Green's function was performed for nucleon separation x :£ 8.5 
and relative momentum k :£ 10 F . The radial step length 
differed in various radial regions, as described in the 
subsection 2.2.1. The accuracy of the results was checked and 
numerical errors found to be of the order of 1%. Provisions 
were made for all terms to be complex even though v is real. 
The potential U, is the result of calculation and is also 
required to construct the energy denominator for propagator 
and the energy momentum relation for intermediate state 
energies. Thus an iterative process is required to obtain 
63 
a«l£-conai8tency. In order to perforai this step th« potantial 
U ia replaced by the following aimple analytical expreaaion in 
the energy denoainator 
U = a + bk* • ck* + dk* for 0 < k < k' (2.36a) 
U = a' [1 - b'exp(-c'k*)] for k' < k < k^, (2.36b) 
where a, b, c, d, a' , b' and c'are constants and k refers to 
k or k as required. This prescription differs froH that of 
30) 
ref. . The values of the constants a to d are deternined by 
fitting the eq. (2.36a) to the calculated potential in the 
range 0 < k < k' , whereas the values of constants a' to c' are 
obtained by fitting eq. (2.36b) to the calculated potential in 
the region k' < k < k . Ue take k = 6 F except at the lower 
densities (ferni monentun k =0.5, 0.6. 0.7 F ) where we 
take k =2.0, 2.5 and 4.5 F respectively because the 
calculated potential becomes alnost k-independent beyond k . 
The value of k' is taken to be 4.0 F except at the three 
lower densities where we take k' = 1.0, 1.5 and 3.0 F 
respectively. 
The calculations are nade for nuclear matter of a given 
series of densities. Thus for a given nuclear matter density p 
the fermi momentum k- is obtained in the usual way. Then the 
ateps in the calculations are as follows: 
(i) A first guess is made for the k-dependence of the 
;i4 
potential U, 1 .•.parameters a to d and a' to c' are chosen. In 
practice an empirical energy dependant potential may be used 
as a first guess or we use the results of some earlier 
calculations 
(11) A particular choice Is nade for the nonentum k of 
Incident nucleon and Its energy Is taken as 
h*k* 
E^(k^) = 1 - Re UCk^.E^Ck^)). (2.37) 
2in 
(ill) A particular choice Is made for the momentum of the 
nucleon In nuclear matter (we have used 5 points Gauss 
quadrature). Its momentum k (only its value and direction 
with respect to k natter) and its energy is E given by an 
equation similar to eq. (2.37). 
(iv) Total momentum K and the relative momentum Q are 
r 
obtained from 
K = k^ + k^ , (2.38a) 
Q = (k - k )/2. (2.38b) 
r A S 
( v ) In p l a c e of s o l v i n g t h e i n t e g r a l e q u a t i o n 
t ( w ) = V - v ( Q / « ) t ( w ) ( 2 . 3 9 ) 
we s o l v e 
6S 
¥* = ^ - (Q/*)vv (2.40) 
for the correlated two nucleon vavefunction y^  and put 
t ^ = W , (2.41) 
where ^ is the uncorrelated wavefunction of the nucleon pair 
and is a function only of the internucleon separation and O. . 
Ue put U the starting energy equal to the total energy, i.e. 
U = E +E . (2.42) 
4 S 
(vi) Froa t the optical potential U can be calculated in 
29-31) the infinite nuclear matter approximation involving an 
integral over k^ below fermi level. 
(vii) This is repeated for about 20 values of k spanning 
the whole of the relevant region. The real part of this 
potential is Inserted using approximation of eq. (2.36) into 
step (i) above and the whole process is repeated until 
self-consistency for Re U is obtained. This is the standard 
29-31) 
calculation of refs. ''. The self-consistency is readily 
achieved after 5 to 6 iterations if a good initial guess is 
made. 
;io 
C2.3) R*BultB *nd dlscusBion: 
The task of the present section is organised essentially 
into two parts. Firstly we discuss the results concerning the 
calculation of optical potential in infinite nuclear natter 
28") 
using V14 soft core potential ^. Ue have also performed 
27 ) 
calculation using Hanada-Johnston hard core potential , and 
have compared the two results. Finally the results of 
calculation for binding energy, saturation density and 
inconpressibility of infinite nuclear natter using both the 
realistic interactions are discussed in the latter part of 
this section. 
Fig. 1 illustrates the real part of the calculated 
nuclear natter optical potential (NHOP) as a function of the 
incident local nonentun at various ferni nonenta naking use of 
Urbana V14 realistic interaction. Though the calculations have 
been perforned at 18 feroni momenta ranging from 0.40 F to 
1.90 F , we have shown, for reasons of clarity only 10 plots 
at fermi momenta ranging between 0.50 F and 1.80 F The 
results indicate the following. Firstly, at the incident 
momentum (i.e. low incident energy) the real NflOP remains 
attractive and its strength smoothly decreases with decreasing 
nuclear matter density. Secondly, at high energy, k around 
3.80 F , the real potential becomes repulsive for high 
nuclear matter densities though remaining attractive for small 
densities (small k ) upto quite high value of k. This 
F 
37 
indicates that i£ one uses a sinple local density 
approximation to obtain optical potential for finite nuclei 
one would obtain a shape resembling the wine-bottle bottom 
type of real potential. Further these changes suggest that the 
radial shape of real potential changes substantially with 
increasing energy. This is also born out by our calculations 
described in detail in chapter III. 
In fig. 2 we show the imaginary part of the calculated 
NnOP as a function of incident local momentum at various fermi 
momenta from 0.50 F to 1.80 F , using Urbana V14 realistic 
interaction. Fig. 2 indicates the following: Firstly, the 
imaginary NNOP remains attractive at all incident momenta for 
a given fermi momentum. Secondly, at low incident energies 
(low values of k) the calculated imaginary potential is small 
for high k and large for low k values. This indicates a 
surface enhancement in the imaginary potential for low 
incident energies. However, our detailed calculation (chapter 
III) shows that this surface enhancement is only marginal as 
compared with the empirical potential. Further, at high 
energies figure 2 shows that the imaginary central potential 
would have no surface peaking in the calculated potential. 
Fig. 3 and fig. 4 illustrate respectively the calculated 
real and imaginary NMOP using Hamada-Johnston hard core 
interaction. The curves shown in fig. 3 are qualitatively 
similar to the ones shown in fig. 1, except that the use of 
6S 
H&nada-Johnston interaction ftives a r«al potential which is 
less attractive as compared with the results using Urbana V14 
realistic interaction. The results for the calculated 
iaaginary potential are also sinilar, compare fig. 4 with fig. 
2. 
The results of our calculations for NIIOP (figs. 1-4) 
using Hanada-Johnston and Urbana V14 realistic potentials 
agree with the recent calculation of Arellano, Brieva and 
32) 
Love (see figs. 1 and 2 of ref.32) using Paris realistic 
4. 4.1 l 3 3 ) 
potential 
Ue now discuss the results of our calculations concerning 
the nuclear natter binding energy and the incompressibility of 
34) the infinite nuclear matter. The empirical saturation point 
is deduced by an extrapolation from the properties of finite 
nuclei. Empirically the nuclear matter saturates at a density 
p = 0.17 ± 0.02 F and energy per particle « = -16 ± 1 MeV. 
o o 
The equilibrium value for the interparticle spacing is r = 
o 
1.13 i 0.04 F and that for fermi momentum is k = 1.35 ± 0.05 
F . The empirical value of incompressibility of infinite 
nuclear matter deduced from the systematics of the isoscalar 
monopole vibrations (breathing modes) in nuclei is K = 
210 ± 30 neV. 
Ue have calculated the binding energy per nucleon of 
infinite nuclear matter at different fermi momenta using first 
order Brueckner theory starting from Urbana V14 soft core and 
d9 
Hasada-Johnston hard core internucleon realiatic interactions. 
The results of calculations are shown in fig- 5. The curve 
labelled UR(BB) is the results of our calculation for nuclear 
natter binding energy per nucleon as a function of nuclear 
natter density when Urbana V14 realistic interaction is used. 
Similarly curve labelled HJ(BB) in fig. 5 refers to the result 
of our calculation when Hanada-Johnston realistic interaction 
is used. Ue have also shown in fig. 5 the result of 
24 D 
calculation using variational approach with Urbana V14 
realistic interaction denoted by UR(PL) in fig. 5. Empirical 
saturation point of nuclear natter lies inside the rectangular 
box shown in fig.5. There are several observations one can 
nake regarding these results. First, the lowest order 
Brueckner theory with the use of Urbana V14 realistic 
interaction (curve labelled UR(BB) in fig. 5) gives rise to a 
nuclear natter which saturates at k =1.6 F and E/A = -19.3 
Nev. Thus it predicts a large saturation density and an 
overbinding of the infinite nuclear natter. Further the curve 
passes through the enpirical value. The use of Hanada-Johnston 
realistic interaction (curve labelled HJ(BB) in fig. 5) gives 
rise to a nuclear natter which saturates at k =1.33 F~^  and 
E/A= -12.4 neV. Though the saturation density it predicts is 
quite close to the enpirical value, however the predicted 
binding energy is too low as conpared with the enpirical 
value. Thus the density is correct but the systen is 
lO 
underbound. Finally, the results obtained from two different 
approaches - the Brueckner theory and the variational approach 
- usinft Urbana V14 realistic interaction are qualitatively 
similar. Both approaches give rise to a large saturation 
density and an overbinding of the nuclear natter. In 
particular, the Brueckner theory compared with the variational 
approach predicts greater binding energy (by about 2 IleV per 
particle) at a comparatively lower saturation density. 
Ue now discuss the results of our microscopic 
calculation of nuclear matter incompressibility. Our 
calculation gives K = 240.4 MeV at saturation density k » 1.6 
F~ using Urbana V14 realistic interaction, which is in fair 
24!) 
agreement with the results using variational approach with 
the same two-body interaction. Both the above results are in 
good agreement with the empirical value 210 ± 30 IleV at 
saturation density k = 1.35 ± 0.05 F . However, the use of 
Hamada-Johnston realistic interaction gives rise to a nuclear 
matter incompressibility K = 155.7 neV at saturation density 
k_, = 1.33 F which is quite low as compared with the 
empirical value. 
In summary, we find that the first order Brueckner theory 
can be successfully employed to calculate nuclear matter 
optical potential from a realistic interaction. The main 
features of the calculated potential are in fair agreement 
with the empirical results. Further the use of first order 
^i 
Brueckner theory flivea results which are also similar to the 
results of variational approach. The disagreenent with the 
saturation density seems to be due to the neglect of higher 
order effects as shown by the variational calculations of 
Pandharipande et al. . 
Figure 2 
Figure 3: 
Plgur* cApilonsi 
Figure 1: Real part of nuclear matter potential versus 
incident local aonentun for various ferai nomenta 
between 0.50 F~^  and 1.80 F~*, using Urbana V14 
soft core realistic interaction. 
Inaginary part of nuclear natter potential versus 
incident local momentum for various fermi momenta 
between 0.50 F~ and 1.80 F~ .using Urbana VI4 
soft core realistic interaction. 
Real part of nuclear matter potential versus 
incident local momentum for various fermi momenta 
between 0.40 F~ and 1.80 F~ , using 
Hamada-Johnston hard core realistic interaction. 
Imaginary part of nuclear matter potential versus 
incident local momentum for various fermi momenta 
between 0.40 F~ and 1.80 F~ , using 
Hamada-Johnston hard core realistic interaction. 
Nuclear matter binding energy per nucleon as a 
function of fermi momentum. Curves labelled 
UR(BB) and HJ(BB) are our calculations using 
Urbana V14 soft core and Hamada-Johnston hard 
core realistic interactions respectively. Curve 
labelled UR(PL) corresponds to the variational 
28 "i 
calculation of Lagaris and Pandharipande 
Empirical saturation point of nuclear matter lies 
Figure 4 
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CHAPTER III 
NUCLEON-NUCLEUS (X^ TICAL POTENTIAL 
^5 
C3.1) Introduction! 
Over th« past few years, the experiaental data of proton 
scattering froa nuclei have become abundant, covering various 
target nuclei and a vide energy range. Most of these 
experiments are of high accuracy and include measurements of 
not only the differential cross sections but also analyzing 
powers and spin rotation functions. The increase of such data 
of high accuracy may be helpful in eliminating the ambiguities 
and reveals new aspect of the potential model. For instance, 
experimental data at high momentum transfer may provide 
information on the internal shape of the optical model 
potential. Some analyses of these data have indicated the 
failure of the traditional Uoods-Saxon potential. Microscopic 
optical potentials have become a focus of attention due to 
their ability to connect the fundamental NN information with 
the many-body situation. In the previous chapter we have 
observed that the strength and the energy variation of both 
the real and imaginary parts of the nucleon-nucleus optical 
potential can be calculated in infinite nuclear matter as a 
function of matter density starting from a realistic 
internucleon interaction within the frame work of first order 
Brueckner theory. However, the construction of a reliable 
optical potential for the scattering of nucleons from the 
finite nuclei is somewhat difficult since not only the 
strength but also the geometry must be correctly obtained in 
4b 
order to reproduce the experinental data. This task of 
conatructlnft optical potential for finite nuclei has been 
1-12) 
accomplished by a number of authors usina various forms 
of local density approximation . However, we shall follow 
3-5) the approach sufiessted by Brieva and Rook . It should be 
noted that we do not use the generalized reference 
3—5 ) 
spectrum method but solve the integral equation using 
matrix inversion technique described in the previous chapter. 
The basic idea behind this approach is that an effective 
internucleon interaction, the t-matrix, is obtained by solving 
the Bethe-Goldstone equation. This effective interaction is 
then folded with the nucleon density inside the nucleus to 
yield a nucleon-nucleus optical potential. The optical 
potential obtained in this way is used to predict the 
differential cross sections, analyzing powers and spin 
rotation functions for the elastic scattering of nucleons. 
In section 3.2 we describe the method of calculation of 
different components (direct central, exchange central, direct 
spin-orbit and exchange spin-orbit parts) of the 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential. In section 3.3 we present a 
new formulation of obtaining the effective mass correction to 
the optical potential, which slightly differs from others. Ue 
would see that our new formulation not only modifies the 
central imaginary part but also gives a feedback term in the 
real central part and modifies the real and imaginary parts of 
47 
•pin-orbit optical potential . Section 3.4 diacuaaea tha 
resulta of our calculated optical potential for p- Ca. Ue 
have performed calculationa uaing both the Urbana V14 aoft 
core and Hanada-Johns ton hard core r e a l i s t i c 
interact ions . Other basic input i s the nucleon density in the 
target nucleus. For Ca nucleus we use LRAY density . In 
sect ion 3.5 we sake a detailed analysis of p- Ca e la s t i c 
scattering data at low and internediate energies using these 
calculated optical potentials . 
•iS 
C3.2^ M*thod of calculation i 
The nucleon-nucleus optical potential, M, ia written aa 
the aun of a local direct tern and a non-local exchange 
tern , nanely 
n J 
E ^ C r ) t'^Cr r ' ; E ) ^ (r* ). (3.1) 
where r and r refer to the radial coordinates of the 
i. • 
incident and the bound nucleona respectively, ^ (r ) is the 
bound-atate aingle-particle wavefunction with n repreaenting 
D KX 
the appropriate quantun nunbers and t and t are the direct 
and the exchange e f f e c t i v e nucleon-nucleon i n t e r a c t i o n s . Both 
D KX 
t and t have e a a e n t i a l l y the following a tructure: 
t(r^,r^;E) = to^""*'"^B'^ •^  * s^o^ *"* "^E'^^ ^ "^  * other terma. 
(3.2) 
that ia, a central plus a apin-orbit conponenta (and alao 
tenaor conponenta etc.) of the NN effective force. Fron eq. 
(3.1), it La convenient to define a local equivalent optical 
potential, U, by 
U(r^.E) v(r^) = I nir^,rj ;E) v(r^' ) *^' , (3.3) 
where v(r ) is the scatterinfl wavefunction of the incident 
nucleon. The nucleon-nucleus optical potential can now be 
written in the standard form (neglectins the tensor part 
assunine the target to be spherical): 
U(r ,E) = U^ (r ,E) + U.^(r E), (3.4) 
where 
".,(^'E) = - V(r E) - iU(r ,E) (3.5) 
a 1 t. 4 
and 
•O 4 1 SO 4 SO 4 1 4 
refer to the central and the spin-orbit components of the 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential. In eq.(3.6), 1 and s (s 
'^ ) are the incident nucleon orbital angular jaonentun and 4 
epin respectively 
The evaluation of the e f fect ive NN interaction, t** and 
t , in f inite nuclei i s quite d i f f i cu l t . However, a 
hypothesis is nade that these effect ive interactions in f in i t e 
nuclei can be approximated by the local , and the density and 
energy dependant e f fect ive interactions calculated in in f in i te 
OU 
nuclear aiAttttr, that i s 
Co(^ '%'2^ * Co^K-^. l ' ^(*).E). (3.7) 
where p(R) la the nuclear Matter density at 
R = (r^  + r^)/2. (3.8) 
Using eqs . ( 3 . 1 ) , ( 3 . 3 ) and ( 3 . 7 ) we can obtain the loca l 
equivalent nucleon-nucleus opt i ca l p o t e n t i a l , U(r ,E) . 
C3.2.13 Direct, part of the central o p t i c a l potent ia l x 
In t h i s subsect ion , we d i s cus s the ca l cu la t ion of d i rec t 
coaponent of the central opt ica l p o t e n t i a l . The expression for 
the d i r e c t centra l opt ica l p o t e n t i a l i s g iven by 
U ^ ^ . E ) = E r < ( ^ ) t^C|r^-r,| ; p(R).E)4^^0r^) ch, . ( 3 . 9 ) 
rs J 
Eq. (3.9) can be written, in terms of the single-particle 
density distribution in the target nucleus, as 
U^(r^,E) = I PC'',) t^^k^-^.l ; PCR).E) dr^  , (3.10) 
where 
Oi 
^(«) = E ^ («)^ C«) (3.11) 
n 
is th« sinfile-particle density distribution. U« now 
incorporate in eq. (3.10) the difference between neutron and 
proton natter densities and the difference between pp and pn 
effective interactions. The expression for the direct 
component of the central optical potential for incident proton 
can thus be written as 
* f '=*,>^ ''«^  C**''^!''*'^.! ' ^ (*5.E) dr^, (3.12) 
The quantities t '^^ and t '^ in eq. (3.12) are the direct 
a o 
part of the central pp and pn effective interactions 
respectively and are defined by 
tl'^ = i (t*** + 3t") (3.13) 
*" 4 
and 
t**'*^" = i (3t''' + t*** + t**** + 3t"). (3.14) 
*" 8 
fiT 
Here the complex quantities t occurinfi in eqa. (3.13) and 
i)2 
(3.14) are the central effective interactions in the 
apin-isoapin (S,T) states of the two-nucleon system. Eq. 
(3.12) coupled with eqs. (3.13) and (3.14) is used to 
calculate the direct part of the central component of the 
optical potential. 
C3.2.2) Exchang* part of the c*ntral optical potential i 
The exchange part of the central optical potential can be 
written as 
n J 
(3.15) 
3-5) Ue now use the local momentum approximation and factorize 
out the incident nucleon wavefunction, y(r ). Ue discuss these 
approximations in detail in chapter IV, where we show that the 
exchange part can be written as the sum of a series whose 
first term is used in the following. The expression generally 
^3-5) 
used under these approximations is given by the following 
equation: 
EM I BV 
(3.16) 
where 
P(x,y) = E *^*(x)^^(y), (3.17) 
03 
is the ainftle-particltt mixed density, j (x) is a spherical 
o 
Bessel function of order zero and k in the arsunent of Bessel 
function occuring in eq. (3.16) is the local nonentun defined 
by 
E = _2_iL + V(r^.E), (3.18) 
Zm 
with V(r ,E) beinft t o t a l (sum of direct and exchange) real 
central p o t e n t i a l . 
In order to include the dif ference between proton and 
neutron matter d e n s i t i e s and the dif ference between pp and pn 
central e f f ec t i ve i n t e r a c t i o n s , we write the above eq. (3 .16) 
in the following form 
U^' ' * ( r^ .E) = j P p ( ^ . ' ^ . ) C ' " * ( | r ^ - i r J ; P (R ) . E) j ^ ( k | r ^ - r J ) * , 
* J'^n(^•'^.5C'''''^l^-^«l' ^(*5'E)j^(k|r^-rJ)d^^. 
( 3 . 1 9 ) 
Here the quantities t '^  and t '^ ineq. (3.19) are the 
c c 
exchange part of the central pp and pn e f f e c t i v e in terac t ions 
respec t ive ly and are defined by 
^ « . p p ^ 1 ^^O* _ 3^i*^ ( 3 . 2 0 ) 
0 4 
and 
8 
Th< proton and neutron aingle-particltt nixed densities in eq. 
(3.19), in the first approxination, is aiven by the first term 
16) 
of an expansion proposed by Nesele and Vautherin , i.e. 
— t—^1 X 
fsinCsk^) - sk^ cosCsk^)!, (3.22) 
with s = Ir -r I , and k beine the mafinitude of f erni 
• A S ' F 
noaentuoi. 
C3.2.3) Direct pari of the spln-orblt optical potential i 
In this subsection we present the conmonly used 
4-12 ) prescription for obtaininft the direct part of the 
spin-orbit potential under the short range approxination. 
However, as shown in chapter V one can now easily avoid naking 
this approximation and calculate the spin-orbit potential 
exactly. The direct part of the spin-orbit optical potential 
4) 
m the approximation of ref. is given by 
00 
"•o(^•^5 'Sl*^*^'^*^ C ^ ^ - ^ J ; P.E)1.« <k^(r^)d^,.(3.23) 
Th« product 1.B in sq. (3.23) can bo written as 
1 .B = r X p.» = -C'^^-'",) X '^^ A "**« ^ • ^ "4 •*•« ^  • (3.24) 
where p (p ) and s (B ) refer to the momentum and spin vectors 
of the incident (bound) nucleons. Chanfting the integrati 
on 
variable in eq. (3.23) to x = r -r we obtain 
C(^•E) = -H'=>ck/-i) C '^^ ' '^ •^E) 
X X (p^ - P,).(«^+ «,)*«. 3.25) 
where 
p(|r^+K|) = E ^ (^ + »«) *,Cr^ •»»t). (3.26) 
The integration over p vanishes, since no direction is 
preferred, while the sum over the bound nucleon spin s is 
zero for a spin zero nuclei. This ftives us 
vi^ (^r^ .B) * - - ( P M V * * ! ^ ^la^""' '^'^^ ****** "" ***•'* (3.27) 
i)6 
The •xpression given by eq. (3.27) is exact. It can be 
approximated in the coordinate space provided the direct part 
of spin-orbit force is of sufficiently short range. Nuclear 
density can be expanded around x = 0 
p(r^+x) = p(r^) + >«-I^ P^(''4+>*)3^ .^  + . (3.28) 
Replacing eq. (3.28) in eq. (3.27) we get to the first order 
in the derivative of the density 
"^ ^^ (•'.•E) = - in B'*(P,E) 1 - p ( r ) l .fi. (3.29) 
3 r *r 
A A 
with B (p,E) is given by 
B*(|0,E) = r t*^(x;p,E) x'*dx. (3.30) 
If we include the difference between the proton and neutron 
densities, we obtain the following expression for the direct 
part of the spin-orbit optical potential for incident proton 
as 
C^t^'E) = - ^ [ f C"*^ ''' p.E)x*dxi-i-p (r ) + 
i A 
0/ 
f t!;.''''C*5 P.E)x"'dx i J L p (r )]l .« . (3.31) 
r ^r 
*. A 
Here t ' **** and t ' ^^ are the direct part of the spin-orbit pp 
so so 
and pn effective interactions respectively and are defined by 
t**'"* = t" (3.32) 
so so 
and 
D.pn ^ 1 *i ^ 40 33 
so ^ so so 
ST 
The conplex quantities t in eq. (3.32) and (3.33) are the 
spin-orbit NN effective interactions in the spin-isospin (S,T) 
states of the tvo-nucleon system. 
C3.2.4) Exchangs part of Ih* spln-orblt optical pot*ntlal i 
In this subsection we present the commonly used 
4-12) prescription for obtaining the exchange part of the 
spin-orbit potential under the short range approximation. 
However, as shown in chapter V one can now easily avoid making 
this approximation and calculate the spin-orbit potential 
exactly. The exchange part of the spin-orbit optical potential 
4) in the approximation of ref. is given by 
08 
n J 
(3 .34) 
Usine eq. ( 3 . 2 4 ) for the product 1 .&, chanfiinft var iable to x = 
r -r and Fourier transfornin£ the incident nucleon scatterinft 
wavefunction vr(r ) in eq. ( 3 . 3 4 ) , we obtain 
U^^(r^,E)y(r^) = - ( 2 i f ) h«o^^' P.E)»« 
:[i{7^p(r^+x.r^4y))^^^p(r^^.r^)kj .s^ 
X e x p ( i k . x ) exp(ik.r^) v'(lc)dkdx. (3.35a) 
where 
P(>«,y) = E ^ *(»«)* (y ) (3.35b) 
is the ainftle particle nixed density and 
y(k) = ( 2n )"*•''•* rexp(-ir.k>v»(r) dr. (3.35c) 
The sun over the bound nucleon spin, « , does not appear in 
eq. (3.35) as it averafies out to zero for a spin-saturated 
nuclei. Ue now expand the sinfile-particle nixed density around 
x = 0 and obtain an approxinate expression to the first order 
OS 
in the gradient of the natter density, 
U^^(r^,E)v(r^) = _ (2n) | t^^(x;p,E) x x J 
[^ p(r^ )k + i(^yP(r,.r^+y))y,^ * >* • <^y^ Or^, ^  ^, 5 )y.^ k ]», 
exp(ik.x) exp(ik.r^) v(k)dkdx. (3.36) 
Intefiratinfi over x in eq. (3.36) we set 
"-!!(»^.'E)y(r ) = (2n )"*•''•* hi | R*** (k; p ,E) x 
s o 4 4 ^ I 
7 ^ p ( r ^ ) x p ^ . s ^ exp ( ik r^ ) ^ ( k )ck . 
( 3 . 3 7 ) 
KX 
where R (k ;p ,E) i s e i v e n by 
R'**(k;p,E) = 1 r t ^ ^ ( x ; p . E ) j j k x ) x' dx. ( 3 . 3 8 ) 
For spherical density distribution, we obtain the following 
expression for exchange part of the spin-orbit potential 
i -^p(r^) 1 .^« .^ (3.39) 
r *r 
Uhen the difference between the proton and neutron densities 
and the difference beween exchange part of the pp and pn 
spin-orbit effective interactions are included, the expression 
for the exchange spin-orbit optical potential for the incident 
proton can be written as 
U (r ,E) =-n I _ I t (x;p,E) j (kx) x dx f> (j- ) 
3 L It J r ^ r 
+ 
k J •** * r *r " * J * * 
A A 
( 3 . 4 0 ) 
Here, t ''^^ and t ''^'^  are the exchange part of the 
so so 
spin-orbit pp and pn effective interactions respectively and 
they are defined by 
C- = - C C3.41, 
and 
B^X.pn , i (t** _ t***) 
SO ^ so so' (3.42) 
bi 
C3.2.5:> Procedure for obtaining radial dependence of 
t-MatricesI 
In ord«r to calculate the radial dependence of the 
nucleon-nucleon effective interaction or t-aatrix we follow 
the approach proposed by Siemens . But instead of inposinfi 
the requirement that the approximate t should reproduce the 
binding energy of nuclear matter when it is used in lowest 
Born approximation we define t so as to reproduce the average 
single particle complex potential. This condition allows us to 
obtain not only a density dependent t but also its energy 
dependence. 
Ue assume that the energy E and momentum k of a nucleon 
moving in an infinite system of nuclear matter density p is 
related by 
E = il- + Re [U(k ;k, E)], (3.43) 
2m 
where m is the nucleon mass and U(k ;k, E)] is the average 
complex potential felt by the incident nucleon. This nucleon 
collides with a bound nucleon with momentum p with |p| •& k . 
Ue introduce the total and relative momentum for the nucleon 
pair, 
K^ = k + P. (3.44a) 
b2 
k = (k - p)/2, (3.44b) 
o 
and recall r their relative coordinate. Ue denote radial part 
of the correlated vavefunction of the two nucleons by 
• , (r), where L, S and J refer to the orbital aneular 
•omentun, total spin and total an£ular nomentun respectively 
of the nucleon pair. Ansular momentutn L' allows for the tensor 
coupling in the internucleon interaction and ot represents the 
dependence of the wavefunction on E, k, p and p 
A diagonal representation of t in coordinate space is 
easily obtained fron 
<*|t|^> = <^|V|y>, (3.45) 
where |^ > is a plane wave state characterized by the relative 
•onentun of the pair, V is the realistic internucleon 
potential and |v> is the correlated two-nucleon wavefunction. 
Ue obtain, in states of L, S, J quantum numbers, 
^••(r-.P^^.E) = ^. 2 
r k 
1 T * I- ^ 
(3.46) 
t)J 
vher* I (r) = k rj (k r), with j. (x) the spherical Besael 
function of order L, and VJ', (r) are the reduced Matrix 
eleaenta of the realistic internucleon force. For singlet 
states, the sun over L' in eq. (3.46) does not apply. In 
triplet states it is convenient to have a J-independent 
interaction, nanely 
L-fi 
E [2J + llt^ '^^ '^ Cr; p^^, E) 
t (r;p ,E) = (3.47) 
t. M M 
3[2L + 1] 
For practical purposes and computational sinplicity an 
L-independent effective interaction can be defined in states 
of spin S and isospin T, 
E t2L + 1] t"(r; /» , E) E - I *(r) 
t Crjp^^.E) = 
E t2L + 1] E -. I *Cr) 
(3.48) 
p<k k 
P O 
where the sun over L is over even or odd values so as to have 
negative total parity. The t effective interactions are 
conplex and dependant on density and energy. 
Dt 
C3.3) Effective mass correction i 
In thia subaectlon, we describe the calculation of 
effective aaaa correction to the optical potential. Thia 
treatment of the effective mass correction alifihtly differs, 
9 18~19) fron that s^nerally uaed ' '^. Ue show that both the real 
and i»a£inary parts of the central and the spin-orbit 
coaponents of the optical potential get nodified. 
The optical potential U(k) = V(K) + iU(k) for a nucleon 
of enerfty E satisfies the following relation 
-ILJL + V(k) + i U(k) = E. (3.49) 
Here, in eq. (3.49), we have suppressed the spin and other 
variables for the sake of convenience only. 
The local momentum k , at which the t-matrix calculations 
o 
are performed to determine U(k), i s ca l cu la ted usinfi only the 
real part in the following equation 
h'k* 
+ V(k^) = E. (3 .50 ) 
2m 
This leads to an error when one uses the optical potential 
calculated at k_ in eq. (3.49). If the potential U(k ) does 
o o 
not vary strongly with k, the error in using U(k ) in eq. 
o 
(3.49) can be easily calculated and is called the effective 
DO 
nass correction. The results nay be obtained as follows. 
If we expand V(k) and U(k) around k and retain only 
o 
first order terns, we ftet from eqs. (3.49) and (3.50) 
= E. (3.51) h*k* 
2n 
* V ( k ^ ) + . 
['* [ SE 
i U ( k 
c 
- + i-
• > 
SE K. -J 
Coaparison of eqs. (3.49) and (3.51) readily gives us 
iU(k^) 
U .(k) = V(k ) + . (3.52) 
opt o 
*v su 
L *( « ' *^ ^k = k J 
o 
The above treatnent can e a s i l y be extended to include sp ins . 
Treatine the s p i n - o r b i t potent ia l (V + iU ) o . l on the sane 
footing as the inaginary central part and n e g l e c t i n g the terns 
SW 
l ike (which are expected to be s n a i l ) we get 
^E 
iU(k^) + [V (k^) + i U ( k ^ ) ] a . l 
U (k) = V(k^) + f = 1 - 2 ^fL_f (3 .53) 
k =k 
Sinplifying the above expression, we can write down 
different conponents (i.e. real central, U*(k), inaginary 
central, U (k), real spin-orbit, U* (k) and inaginary 
C A O 
bo 
spin-orbit , U (k) parte) of th« optical potential as 
W(k ) — 
U ( k ) = V(k ) + = , ( 3 . 5 4 ) 
c o [[-TJr^J] 
a 
U'(k ) = — , ( 3 . 5 5 ) 
V fi . ^ 1 . u £H 
U-^(k) = !: ^ ^ ( 3 . 5 6 ) 
[['^T. ]'^ [-^n 
and 
U^^(k) = 1 5_. ( 3 . 5 7 ) 
U fl . ^ 1 -V ^ 
*E -^  ^ ^ E 
From eqs. (3.54)-(3.57) we see that not only the central 
inafiinary part is modified (as has been considered by various 
6 9) 
authors * ) but the effective mass correction should also be 
included in the real central, real spin-orbit and inafiinary 
spin-orbit parts of the calculated optical potential. The 
calculations of elastic scattering usins eqs. (3.54)-(3.57) 
0? 
ahall henceforth be denoted by n • 
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C3.4> Results of calculated optical potential! 
Uainft equations 3.12, 3.19, 3.31 and 3.40 described in 
the previous section 3.2, one can easily calculate the 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential. The calculation of optical 
potential nainly involves two steps. In the first step we 
calculate complex NN effective interactions (t-matrices) in 
nuclear natter within the framework of lowest order Brueckner 
theory starting from a realistic interaction. These 
t-matrices, obtained in a local density approximation, depend 
on the coordinate describing the internucleon separation 
distance as well as on the density and incident nucleon 
energy. In the next step we fold these t-matrices over the 
ground state target nuclear density using the folding 
procedure described in section 3.2. Ue have performed the 
calculation of nucleon-nucleus optical potential at several 
energies to describe elastic scattering of protons from Ca 
over a wide range of energies from 21 HeV to 800 HeV, using 
13 ) both the Urbana V14 soft core "^  and Hamada-Johnston hard 
14) 
core realistic interactions. For density distribution of 
*o 15) 
Ca we use LRAY density . In the present section we 
describe various features of the calculated nucleon-nucleus 
optical potential. A detailed analysis of p-'***Ca elastic 
scattering data making use of these calculated potential will 
be presented in the next section 3.5. 
b9 
C3.4.1) R*al part of c*nir*l optical pot*ntlalx 
Fifia. 1(a) and 1(b) show raapectlvely the radial 
behaviour of real part of the calculated central optical 
potential for p- Ca elastic scatterins at low enerfiiea 
(E =21. 30, 40. 48. 65 and 80 HeV) and at internediate 
p 
enerfiiea (E s:135. 160. 181. 200. 300. 362. 400. 497 and 800 
neV). uainfi Urbana V14 r e a l i s t i c i n t e r a c t i o n . Fifi. 1 (a ) 
shows that at low incident enerfiies (E ^ 80 IleV) the rea l 
p 
part of centra l opt ical po tent ia l i s very s imilar to the 
eap ir i ca l o p t i c a l model p o t e n t i a l . However, with increasinfi 
enerfiy the s trength of t h i s a t t r a c t i v e potent ia l in the 
nuclear i n t e r i o r decreases and then the shape can no lonfier be 
described by simple Saxon-Uoods f u n c t i o n . The potent ia l in the 
nuclear i n t e r i o r changes rapidly with energy and i t becomes 
repuls ive at higher energies ( s e e f i g . 1 ( b ) ) . In the 
t r a n s i t i o n region the real part of centra l opt ica l po ten t ia l 
shows a w i n e - b o t t l e bottom shape, with reduced a t t r a c t i v e 
strength in the inter ior region of the nucleus. This 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c feature - the development of wine-bott le bottom 
shape of rea l central potent ia l in the t r a n s i t i o n region i s 
mainly due to cance l la t ion of d i r e c t and exchange parts of the 
opt ica l p o t e n t i a l . At energies above 300 NeV the real part of 
the centra l potent ia l i s r e p u l s i v e in the in ter ior and 
contains a small pocket of a t t r a c t i o n in the surface region of 
nuc l e i . This energy dependence of the rea l central p o t e n t i a l 
70 
20-22) la also obaarved in th« Dirac phanonenology . Siaiilar 
raaulta have alao b*«n obtainad in the nlcroacopic potential 
23^ 24) 
of Li and Zhuo '^, and Chen and HacKeller '^  uainft Bonn 
realiatic potential in the Dirac Brueckner Hartree Fock 
approach. 
Figs. 1(c) and 1(d) show respectively the radial shape of 
calculated real central optical potential at low and 
interaiediate energies, using Hanada-Johnston (HJ) realistic 
interaction . The results of our calculation indicate that 
the use of HJ interaction gives rise to a real central optical 
potential which is qualitatively similar to the one obtained 
when V14 interaction is used (figs. 1(a) and 1(b)). However, 
the two potentials quantitatively differ in the following 
respects. Firstly, the real central optical potential using 
V14 interaction in the interior region is nore attractive (by 
about 8 HeV) at low energies as compared with that using HJ 
interaction. Secondly, at low energies the real central 
optical potential using V14 interaction decreases smoothly 
with the radial distance, whereas that using HJ interaction 
shows a small enhancement at a radial distance around r=4 F. 
Thirdly, the real central optical potential obtained by using 
V14 interaction remains attractive throughout the whole region 
of the nucleus upto incident energy E =300 NeV, whereas that 
obtained using HJ interaction is attractive only upto incident 
energy E ^200 HeV. At incident energies E It 300 HeV the real 
/ l 
central optical potential calculated using HJ interaction 
beconea repulsive in the interior region and contains an 
attractive pocket in the surface region. Finally, the real 
central optical potential obtained from V14 interaction shows 
a milder wine-bottle bottom shape in the transition region as 
compared with that obtained from HJ interaction. 
Fig. 2(a) (curve labelled v ) shows the energy variation 
of our calculated real central optical potential depth using 
V14 interaction. The curve indicates that the depth of real 
central potential decreases monotonically with increasing 
energy. This energy variation of potential depth can be fairly 
well described by the following quadratic expression 
V(E) = V^ + aE + PE*. 
with 
V^ = (60.9 ± 0.4) MeV, 
a = -(0.242 ± 0.003) 
and 
P = (0.000177 ± 0.000005) MeV"*. 
The energy dependence of the depth of our calculated real 
central potential is in fair agreement with empirical data 
(see fig. 1 of ref. ). 
The energy variation of the depth of real central 
potential resulting from HJ interaction (see curve labelled V* 
'• ' J (Z 
in fift . 2 ( b ) ) can a l s o be repreaented by s i o i i l a r q u a d r a t i c 
e x p r e s s i o n but w i t h d i f f e r e n t paraneter v a l u e s a s £ i v e n below 
V = ( 5 2 . 4 ± 0 . 4 ) MeV, 
o 
a = - ( 0 . 2 4 1 ± 0 . 0 0 3 ) 
and 
P = (0 .000207 ± 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 5 ) MeV"*. 
In f if i . 2 ( c ) ( c u r v e l a b e l l e d J ) we have shown t h e energy 
dependence of t h e volume i n t e g r a l per nuc leon f o r t h e r e a l 
part of c a l c u l a t e d c e n t r a l p o t e n t i a l us ing V14 i n t e r a c t i o n . 
This energy dependence can be represented by t h e f o l l o w i n g 
quadrat ic equat ion 
J* = J + pE + qE* , o o 
with 
J = ( 4 6 1 . 8 ± 0 . 4 ) HeV-F*. 
o 
p = - ( 1 . 6 4 3 ± 0 . 0 0 3 ) F* 
and 
q = (0 .001221 ± 0 . 0 0 0 0 0 5 ) HeV"*-?*. 
The decrease in volume integral with energy is more rapid at 
lower energies than that at higher energies. This is due to 
the wine-bottle bottom shape of the real central potential at 
higher energies which gives increased contribution to volume 
16 
integral conpenaAtinft for the loss due to decrease of 
potential in the interior region. 
The volume integral of real central potential CJ^) 
resulting frooi HJ interaction also shows a similar kind of 
quadratic energy dependence (see fig. 2(d) curve labelled J ). 
O 
However, volume i n t e g r a l s resu l t ing from two r e a l i s t i c 
interact ions d i f f e r in following respec t s . F i r s t , for a given 
incident energy J obtained from HJ in terac t ion i s l e s s than 
that obtained from V14 in terac t ion . This i s expected, as the 
HJ Interact ion compared with V14 Interact ion g i v e s r i s e to a 
more a t t r a c t i v e rea l central p o t e n t i a l . Second, the rate at 
which J decreases with energy i s slow for HJ in terac t ion . 
O 
This is due to the fact that HJ interaction compared with V14 
interaction gives rise to a comparatively pronounced surface 
enhancement in the real part of central potential in the 
transition region. 
C3.4.2> Imaginary part of central optical pot ant 1 all 
Ue now describe features of the Imaginary part of our 
calculated central optical potential. Our calculation shows 
that the imaginary central potentials also exhibit strong 
energy and radial dependence. The radial behaviour of 
imaginary central potential, obtained from V14 interaction, 
for p- Ca elastic scattering at low energies (E = 2 1 , 30, 
40, 48, 65 and 80 HeV) is shown in fig. 3(a), whereas that at 
intermediate energies (E = 135, 160. 181, 200, 300, 362, 400 
/ « ! 
and 497 HeV) ia shown in £ig. 3 (b ) . These p o t e n t i a l s exhibit 
following f e a t u r e s : 
( i ) The imaginary central po tent ia l i s always a t t r a c t i v e 
and i t s s t rength in the inter ior of nucleus increases with the 
increasing inc ident energy. 
( i i ) The imaginary central p o t e n t i a l shows a surface 
enhancement at low incident energy. As the incident energy 
increases the p o s i t i o n of surface peak s lowly s h i f t s towards 
nuclear i n t e r i o r . This surface enhancement i s nowhere c lose to 
the empirical r e s u l t s . The surface enhancement i s completely 
washed out at inc ident energy around E = 80 MeV. 
1* 
(iii) At high incident energies the imaginary central 
potential shows a smooth radial dependence which resembles the 
shape of Uoods-Saxon form. 
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) show the corresponding curves for HJ 
interaction at low and at intermediate energies. Comparison of 
fig. 3(c) with 3(a) and 3(d) with 3(b) indicates that most of 
the features of imaginary central potentials obtained from HJ 
interaction resemble those of the corresponding potentials 
obtained from VI4 interaction. However, the two potentials 
differ in the following respects: 
(i) At low incident energies the imaginary central 
potential obtained from V14 interaction in the nuclear 
interior is more attractive (by about 4 MeV at E =21 MeV and 
P 
by about 2 HeV at E =80 MeV) than that obtained from HJ 
P 
/5 
interaction. This difference in their attractive strenftths is 
substantial even at radial distances, r % 4 F. 
(ii) At incident energy E = 200 MeV both the 
p 
interactions fiive rise to almost identical imaginary central 
potentials. 
(iii) At incident energies E i. 300 HeV the strength of 
imaginary central potential resulting from HJ interaction is 
more than that obtained from V14 interaction. 
(iv) At low incident energies HJ interaction gives a 
pronounced surface enhancement, whereas V14 interaction gives 
a milder surface enhancement in the imaginary central 
potential. 
The energy variation of the depth of imaginary central 
potential resulting from V14 interaction is shown in fig. 2(a) 
(curve labelled V ) and that resulting from HJ interaction is 
o 
shown in fig. 2(b) (curve labelled V ). The energy dependence 
G 
of depth of p o t e n t i a l s can be described by following l i n e a r 
equation 
With 
U = (10.2 ± 0.4 MeV) , for V14 interaction 
o 
= (7,5 ± 0.4 MeV) , for HJ interaction 
and 
r = (0.075 ± 0.003) , for V14 interaction 
/6 
- (0.068 ± 0.003) . for HJ interaction. 
However, two curves show following differences also. 
(i) The depth of inafiinary central potential calculated 
using V14 interaction is store attractive than that using HJ 
interaction at low energies. 
(ii) The depth of inaginary central potential obtained 
fron V14 interaction is nearly equal to that obtained from HJ 
interaction at incident energy E = 200 IleV. 
P 
( i i i ) At incident energies E i 300 MeV the inaginary 
central potent ia l obtained frooi HJ interact ion i s greater than 
that obtained fron V14 i n t e r a c t i o n in the nuclear i n t e r i o r . 
The energy dependence of volune in tegra l s of inaginary 
central potent ia l using V14 in terac t ion i s shown by the curve 
l abe l l ed J in f i g . 2 ( c ) . The nain feature of t h i s curve la 
that with increasing inc ident energy, the volune i n t e g r a l of 
inaginary central p o t e n t i a l f i r s t decreases sharp ly , i t 
a t t a i n s a nininun around E - 80-135 IleV and then i t increases 
p 
for further increase in incident energy. This behaviour is due 
to the following reason: At low incident energies the surface 
enhancenent of the inaginary potential gives rise to large 
volune integral. As the incident energy increases this 
enhancenent in the calculated potential disappears leading to 
a decrease of the volune integrals. At incident energies E > 
P 
135 neV it is the volume absorption which dominates over the 
'n a 
surface absorption. The voluae intsfiral of inaftinary csntral 
potential obtained from HJ interaction (see curve labelled J^  
in fift. 2(d)) also shows a similar kind of enerfiy dependence. 
C3.4.3) Real part of spln-orblt optical potentiali 
The real part of our calculated spin-orbit potential 
using V14 interaction for p- Ca at low incident enerfties (E 
= 21-80 HeV) is shown in fig. 4(a) and that at intermediate 
energies (E - 135-497 HeV) is shown in fig. 4(b). Prominent 
features of our calculated real spin-orbit potential are the 
following: 
(i) Radial shape of the calculated real spin-orbit 
potential is of Thomas form at low as well as at intermediate 
energies. 
(ii) The strength of real spin-orbit potential decreases 
very slightly with incident energy. 
(iii) The peak value of real spin-orbit potential also 
shows an energy dependence. It decreases with the increase in 
incident energy. Our calculation shows that this energy 
dependence is mainly due to the energy dependence of exchange 
part of spin-orbit potential. The direct part of spin-orbit 
potential is marginally affected with variation in incident 
energy. For instance, the peak value of direct part of real 
spin-orbit potential increases by a factor of 1.11, while that 
of exchange part of real spin-orbit potential decreases by a 
factor of 3.15 when incident energy increases from 21 HeV to 
"«/ Acc^o. 
(6 
200 n«V.(0ett fig. 7(a)). 
The real part of spin-orbit potential obtained from HJ 
interaction for p- Ca elastic scattering at low and 
internediate energies (see figs. 4(c) and 4(d)) exhibits 
behaviour similar to that obtained using V14 interaction. 
However, the two calculated potentials have minor differences 
also. 
(i) At a given incident energy, the real part of 
spin-orbit potential obtained from HJ interaction is smaller 
in magnitude, in both the interior and surface regions of the 
nucleus, than the one obtained from V14 interaction, e.g, at 
incident energy E = 21 HeV, the real spin-orbit potential 
resulting from HJ interaction shows a minimum at r = 0.65 F 
and V = 0.309 HeV and a maximum at r = 3.35 F and v = 
so so 
1.131 MeV, whereas that resulting from V14 interaction shows a 
minimum at r = 0.65 F and V = 0.349 MeV and a maximum at r = 
so 
3.35 F and V* = 1.258 HeV (see f igs . 4(a) and 4 ( c ) ) . so 
The energy dependence of the volume i n t e g r a l s of real 
spin-orbit p o t e n t i a l s obtained from V14 and HJ in terac t ions 
can be described by l inea r equation. This energy dependence is 
very weak. 
C3.4.4> Inaglnary part of sp in-orb i t o p t i c a l po l«n t la l i 
The imaginary par t of our calculated s p i n - o r b i t opt ical 
potential using V14 in t e r ac t ion for p- Ca at low incident 
energies (E = 21-80 MeV) i s shown in f i g . 5(a) and that a t 
/9 
i n t • m e d i a t e enerfiies (E = 135-497 HeV) ia shown in fifi. 
p 
5(b). The important features of the inaftinary spin-orbit 
potential are the following: 
(1) The radial shape of the calculated imaginary 
spin-orbit potential is also of the Thomas form. 
(ii) The strength of imaginary spin-orbit potential 
increases with increasing incident energy. 
(iii) Radial shape of imaginary spin-orbit potential also 
shows a minimum in the nuclear interior and a maximum in the 
surface region, e.g., at incident energy E = 21 NeV, the 
p 
r a d i a l shape of imaginary s p i n - o r b i t p o t e n t i a l conta ins a 
minimum at r = 0.60 F and V = 0 . 0 2 1 6 HeV and a maximum at r 
so 
= 3.75 F and V* = 0 . 1 1 8 MeV. 
mo 
(iv) The peak value of imaginary spin-orbit potential 
shows a slow energy dependence. It increases very slowly with 
the increasing incident energy. Energy variation of direct and 
exchange imaginary spin-orbit potentials is shown in fig. 
7(b). Since the magnitude of imaginary spin-orbit potential is 
very small, the analysis of scattering data (as shown in the 
next section 3.5) does not determine this part of potential 
uniquely. 
The imaginary part of our calculated spin-orbit potential 
using HJ interaction for p- Ca elastic scattering at low 
incident energies (E = 21-80 MeV) is shown in fig. 5(c) and 
that at intermediate energies (E = 135-497 MeV) is shown in 
cJU 
fig. 5((1)). Thtt potentials obtained from V14 and HJ 
interactions are very similar to each other, except that the 
potential arising from HJ interaction is smaller in magnitude 
than that obtained using V14 interaction not only in the 
nuclear interior but also in the surface region. 
Volume integral of the imaginary spin-orbit potential 
from V14 interaction (see curve labelled J in fig. 2(c)) is 
greater than that obtained from HJ interaction (see curve 
labelled J in fig. 2(d)). Volume integrals arising from both mo 
interactions show linear decrease with increasing incident 
energy. 
C3. G> An*lysiB of p-^^C* •lastlc Bcati,*rlng d*t*i 
In this section we present a detailed analysis o£ p- Ca 
elastic scattering differential cross sections and 
polarisation data at incident energies in the low (21-80 HeV) 
and interaiediate (135-800 HeV) energy regions using calculated 
optical potential (as described in section 3.4) obtained fron 
first order Brueckner theory using both the Urbana V14 soft 
core and Hanada-Johnston hard core interactions. 
Ue first obtain the different components of 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential using folding procedure as 
described in section 3.2 (i.e. using eqs. 3.12, 3.19, 3.31 and 
3.40). The calculated potential consists of real and inaginary 
parts of central and spin-orbit optical potential. These 
potentials are rescaled by nultiplying with the corresponding 
normalization parameters and best fit to the experimental data 
is obtained by minimising ^ -values with the help of standard 
search package HINUIT . The parameters which multiply the 
real central, imaginary central, real spin-orbit and real 
spin-orbit potentials are respectively X*, x', X* and x' . 
a a so eto 
These normalization parameters are collectively denoted by t.. 
The ideal values of t must be unity indicating that the 
calculated potentials are in 100 i agreement with the ones 
required to fit the experimental data. Thus their deviation 
from unity provides the measure of a disagreement between the 
calculated and empirical potentials. 
^2 
In t a b l e s 1-19 we show t h e n o r n a l i z a t i o n paranetere x and 
the X - v a l u e s correspondins t o the s i m u l t a n e o u s best f i t t o 
exper io ienta l d i f f e r e n t i a l c r o s s s e c t i o n and p o l a r i z a t i o n d a t a 
at v a r i o u s enerft ies in the low and in termedia te enerfty 
s s e 
r e g i o n s . Symbols x » X »nd x i n t h e s e t a b l e s corresond t o 
OS f flav* 
;t:'-value8 of t h e b e s t f i t t o d i f f e r e n t i a l cros s s e c t i o n , 
p o l a r i z a t i o n and s p i n - r o t a t i o n f u n c t i o n data r e s p e c t i v e l y , 
whereas x and x represent x - v a l u e s corresponding t o t h e 
t o t a l and per degree of freedom r e s p e c t i v e l y . The 
n o r m a l i z a t i o n parameters X and x v a l u e s l a b e l l e d V14/HJ i n 
t h e s e t a b l e s i n d i c a t e that f i t t i n g i s obta ined for t h e 
c a l c u l a t e d o p t i c a l p o t e n t i a l u s i n g Urbana V14 s o f t 
core/Hamada-Johnston hard core i n t e r a c t i o n . S i m i l a r l y l a b e l s 
m and no m r e s p e c t i v e l y r e p r e s e n t s the c a l c u l a t e d o p t i c a l 
p o t e n t i a l w i t h and without e f f e c t i v e mass c o r r e c t i o n as 
d e s c r i b e d i n s e c t i o n 3 . 3 . 
N o r i e a l i z a t i o n parameters a t low i n c i d e n t e n e r g i e s CE M^l-dO 
MeV3t 
Ue now d e s c r i b e the genera l f e a t u r e s of the n o r m a l i z a t i o n 
parameters ( e f f e c t i v e mass c o r r e c t i o n i n c l u d e d ) obta ined for 
p- Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g at low e n e r g i e s E = 21-80 HeV ( s e e 
P 
t a b l e s 1 - 1 1 ) . Ca lcu la ted d i f f e r e n t i a l c r o s s s e c t i o n s and 
p o l a r i z a t i o n compared with exper imenta l d a t a a t low i n c i d e n t 
e n e r g i e s a r e shown in f i g s . 8 - 1 8 . 
( i ) V a l u e s of n o r m a l i z a t i o n parameter X at low i n c i d e n t 
c 
8j 
enersi«a (E i 80 IleV) usually lie in between 0.9 and 1. This 
indicates that real part of our calculated central optical 
potential is only about 10 i larger as compared with the 
empirical one. Further, the optical potential resulting from 
HJ interaction at low energies yields slightly greater values 
of X as compared with that resulting from V14 interaction. 
o 
This i s reasonable because the ca lcu la ted opt ical po tent ia l 
using V14 i s more a t t r a c t i v e than that using HJ in terac t ion . 
( i i ) The values of normalization parameter X l i e in 
a 
between 0.5 and 0.7 at low incident energies, except at energy 
E = 65 MeV where x' is 0.88 for V14 interaction and 0.85 for 
HJ interaction. This indicates that at low incident energies 
the calculated imaginary central optical potentials are about 
30- 50 \ larger in strength than the empirically required 
ones. Further, the values of X for optical potential obtained 
c 
from HJ interaction are slightly greater as compared with that 
obtained from V14 interaction. 
(iii) The values of normalization parameter X show a 
large irregular variation ranging from 0.7 to 1.8 at low 
incident energies. For potentials using V14 interaction the 
values of X lie in between 0.84 and 0.96 at incident so 
energies E = 21.0, 40.0, 45.5, 48.0, 61.4 and 80.2 neV, 
P 
whereas the values of X at energies E =26.3, 28.0, 30.3, 
34.8 and 65.0 MeV lie in between 1.25 and 1.79. Similarly for 
potentials using HJ interaction the values of X lie in 
flO 
84 
btttw«*n 1.16 and 1.73 at low incident •nergies, except at E -
p 
40.0, 48.0, 61.4 and 80.2 HeV where the values of X^_ are 0.70 
so 
to 0.99. 
(Iv) In order to investifiate the senaitivity of fit to 
X we have performed a ;tr -fit to the data at 30.3 HeV by 
•o 
keepinfi X = 0. A comparison of x in tables 4(a) and 4(b) so 
shows that there is hardly any effect of the imaginary part of 
the spin-orbit. 
NoraalizA'tlon paraMetttrs at lnl*rMftdlat« •n*rgl*B CE • 
P 
13S-800 M*V)i 
Ue now descr ibe the general features of the normalization 
parameters ( e f f e c t i v e mass correc t ion included) obtained for 
40 
p- Ca e l a s t i c scat ter ing at intermediate energies E = 
9 
135-800 neV ( s e e tables 12-19) . Calculated d i f f e r e n t i a l cross 
s ec t ions and po lar iza t ion compared with experimental data at 
intermediate energies are shown in f i g s . 19-26. Ue see that 
the va lues of a l l the four normalizat ion parameters for the 
p o t e n t i a l s obtained from both the i n t e r a c t i o n s are c loser to 
unity in the energy region E = 135- 200 NeV (except at 152 
p 
HeV for which X* is 1.63 for V14 interaction and 1.69 for HJ 
a 
interaction and X* is 0.176 for V14 interaction and 0.76 for 
a 
HJ interaction). Further, our calculated optical potential 
using V14 interaction as compared with HJ interaction yields 
better values of normalization parameters at intermediate 
energies. At incident energies E ^ 300 MeV the normalization 
p 
^ J 
paraaetera X is much smaller than unity, indicatinfi that the 
calculated potential is much larger than that empirically 
required. 
Thus we see that the calculated potentials are in 
reasonable agreement with the ones required to fit the 
experimental data for E < 300 MeV. However, there are several 
discrepancies. Firstly, the calculated imaginary central 
potentials at low energies are larger (by about 30-50 X") than 
the ones required by the experimental data. Secondly, the 
surface enhancement in the calculated central imaginary 
potential at low incident energies is insignificant as 
compared with that observed in the empirical potentials. 
Finally significant discrepancies are observed in the 
calculated and empirical spin-orbit potentials. These problems 
are present in all microscopically calculated imaginary 
potentials at low energies. Thus we are unable to solve this 
problem here. However, in chapters IV and V we have made an 
attempt to improve the situation. 
TABLE-1 
X and ;e* values for p- Ca elastic scatterine at 21.0 HeV 
x" 
c 
x' 
c 
X* 
x' 
s 
a 
8 
V14 
* 
no in 
0.844 
0.444 
0.733 
-1.446 
40.99 
50.30 
13.52 
43.174 
* 
m 
0.788 
0.535 
0.837 
1.795 
133.15 
165.38 
38.06 
140.250 
HJ 
* 
no in 
0.927 
0.476 
0.893 
-3.099 
83.90 
103.90 
24.87 
88.371 
* in 
0.901 
0.662 
1.336 
-8.026 
156.94 
182.55 
81.39 
165.311 
TABLE-2 
X and A: values for p- Ca elastic scatterins at 26.3 NeV 
x" 
x' 
x" 
so 
x' 
act 
s 
B 
as 
B 
B 
V14 
* 
no m 
0.870 
0.438 
1.092 
-0.185 
53.26 
49.32 
62.02 
55.826 
* 
m 
0.858 
0.498 
1.429 
-2.123 
113.18 
143.08 
46.73 
118.633 
HJ 
* 
no in 
0.960 
0.465 
1.200 
-3.128 
131.03 
149.62 
89.72 
137.349 
* 
0.948 
0.551 
1.574 
-3.897 
197.86 
249.01 
84.19 
207.396 
TABLE-3 
X and ;t* values for p-* Ca elastic scattering at 28.0 HeV 
x" 
a 
x' 
a 
x" 
fiO 
x' 
so 
a 
2 
O S 
* ' " 
V14 
* 
no m 
0.868 
0.418 
0.968 
-1.034 
67.38 
32.02 
146.54 
71.595 
* 
in 
0.873 
0.505 
1.246 
-0.784 
85.26 
58.12 
146.01 
90.592 
HJ 
* 
no m 
0.966 
0.477 
1.103 
-1.598 
107.42 
75.99 
177.76 
144.136 
* 
0.960 
0.577 
1.385 
-1.181 
125.35 
104.11 
172.89 
133.184 
TABLE-4^ A ) 
X and X v a l u e s for p- Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n f i at 3 0 . 3 HeV 
x" 
a 
x' 
a 
X* 
s o 
x' 
8 0 
B 
S 
a s 
s 
8 
V14 
* 
no m 
0 . 8 6 0 
0 . 4 5 9 
1 . 0 1 5 
- 0 . 8 1 5 
1 7 1 . 4 7 
6 1 . 9 4 
4 3 2 . 4 1 
1 7 7 . 6 5 3 
* in 
0 . 8 5 3 
0 . 5 3 0 
1 . 3 1 6 
- 0 . 7 1 7 
2 6 2 . 6 7 
9 9 . 1 3 
6 5 2 . 2 7 
2 7 2 . 1 3 3 
HJ 
* 
no m 
0 . 9 5 1 
0 . 4 8 6 
1 . 0 7 4 
- 0 . 9 2 7 
3 2 3 . 6 3 
1 1 4 . 1 2 
8 2 2 . 7 6 
3 3 5 . 2 9 3 
* 
in 
0 . 9 5 8 
0 . 5 9 4 
1 . 5 4 9 
- 0 . 8 3 0 
4 3 2 . 2 8 
1 2 9 . 6 2 
1 1 5 3 . 3 2 
4 4 7 . 8 5 4 
TABLE-^b3 
X and >* va lues for p - * Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n f i a t 3 0 . 3 HeV 
x" 
o 
x' 
a 
x" 
x' 
so 
a 
a 
*PDr 
V14 
* 
no m 
0.872 
0.478 
0.870 
0.000 
213.26 
53.24 
594.55 
218.992 
* 
in 
0.858 
0.547 
1.105 
0.000 
295.77 
80.98 
807.50 
303.696 
HJ 
* 
no m 
0.963 
0.512 
0.952 
0.000 
358.80 
97.26 
981.88 
368.408 
* 
m 
0.960 
0.615 
1.326 
0.000 
455.56 
115.16 
1266.52 
467.761 
TABLE-5 
X and X* v a l u e s for p - Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n f i a t 3 4 . 8 HeV 
x» 
x' 
o 
x" 
s o 
x' 
B 
2 
a 
a 
> 
V14 
* 
no n 
0 . 8 8 5 
0 . 5 0 9 
1 . 1 1 5 
0 . 1 0 7 
3 . 8 1 
3 . 8 1 
4 . 9 
* 
m 
0 . 8 4 9 
0 . 6 0 9 
1 . 4 2 3 
1 . 8 1 7 
7 . 5 7 
7 . 5 7 
9 . 7 2 9 
HJ 
* 
no n 
0 . 9 4 7 
0 . 5 7 5 
1 . 2 4 1 
2 . 9 4 1 
1 2 . 7 8 
1 2 . 7 8 
1 6 . 4 3 2 
* 
n 
0 . 9 0 6 
0 . 6 7 4 
1 . 3 8 2 
4 . 3 1 4 
1 8 . 0 8 
1 8 . 0 8 
2 3 . 2 4 6 
TABLE-6 
X and ;t* v a l u e s for p - Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n £ a t 4 0 . 0 MeV 
f 
X* 
a 
x' 
a 
X* 
x' 
so 
s 
2 
as 
a 
V14 
* 
no n 
0.872 
0.488 
0.712 
-0.106 
16.29 
18.05 
13.94 
16.893 
* 
m 
0.872 
0.553 
0.939 
-0.050 
15.06 
16.73 
12.83 
15.615 
HJ 
* 
no m 
0.948 
0.514 
0.713 
-0.077 
33.82 
47.19 
16.01 
35.077 
* 
m 
0.943 
0.581 
0.940 
-0.011 
37.62 
57.71 
17.51 
39.017 
TABLE-7 
X and jc v a l u e s for p - Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n e at 45 .5 HeV 
X * 
G 
x ' 
o 
X * 
so 
x ' 
s o 
s 
a 
a s 
2 
a 
V14 
* 
no m 
0 . 8 7 1 
0 . 4 4 2 
0 . 7 6 5 
- 1 . 4 8 4 
5 4 . 3 0 
8 0 . 3 9 
1 5 . 7 4 
5 6 . 3 6 4 
* 
m 
0 . 8 7 8 
0 . 4 9 3 
0 . 9 6 0 
- 1 . 2 4 5 
5 2 . 9 9 
7 8 . 4 2 
1 5 . 4 2 
5 5 . 0 0 8 
HJ 
* 
no in 
0 . 9 8 1 
0 . 4 9 1 
0 . 9 1 5 
- 3 . 8 7 6 
5 8 . 1 9 
7 5 . 1 7 
3 3 . 1 1 
6 0 . 4 0 9 
* 
0 . 9 9 5 
0 . 5 9 2 
1 . 1 5 6 
- 4 . 0 9 6 
6 8 . 3 3 
7 6 . 8 8 
5 5 . 6 9 
7 0 . 9 3 0 
TABLE-8 
X and »:* values for p- Ca e l a s t i c s ca t t er in£ at 48.0 MsV 
x" 
c 
x' 
c 
x* 
s o 
x' 
fiO 
a 
T 
S 
Gfi 
S 
2 
V14 
• 
no m 
0 . 8 9 5 
0 . 5 2 1 
0 . 7 4 9 
- 0 . 2 6 8 
7 0 . 9 5 
8 0 . 0 1 
4 9 . 2 0 
7 5 . 3 8 2 
* 
m 
0 . 8 8 3 
0 . 5 7 2 
0 . 9 4 7 
- 0 . 0 5 8 
7 1 . 8 7 
8 4 . 4 1 
4 1 . 7 8 
7 6 . 3 6 5 
HJ 
* 
no in 
0 . 9 6 2 
0 . 5 0 6 
0 . 8 1 7 
- 1 . 0 8 4 
1 2 4 . 3 0 
1 3 3 . 9 8 
1 0 1 . 0 6 
1 3 2 . 0 6 7 
• 
n 
0 . 9 4 6 
0 . 5 4 6 
0 . 9 8 1 
- 0 . 6 6 3 
1 3 7 . 1 3 
1 5 7 . 5 9 
8 8 . 0 3 
1 4 5 . 7 0 5 
TABLE-O 
X and A: va lues for p - Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g a t 6 1 . 4 IleV 
x" 
a 
x ' 
a 
x" 
x ' 
so 
a 
2 
as 
s 
B 
V14 
* 
no sn 
0 . 8 8 7 
0 . 5 3 4 
0 . 7 0 3 
0 . 0 4 5 
4 3 . 0 0 
4 3 . 0 0 
4 8 . 5 5 2 
* 
m 
0 . 8 8 0 
0 . 5 7 0 
0 . 8 9 9 
- 0 . 1 2 9 
4 4 . 2 7 
4 4 . 2 7 
4 9 . 9 8 7 
HJ 
* 
no m 
0 . 9 9 8 
0 . 7 6 3 
0 . 3 9 9 
- 6 . 5 3 0 
3 9 . 3 7 
3 9 . 3 7 
4 4 . 4 4 7 
* 
in 
1 . 0 0 9 
0 . 6 5 1 
0 . 6 9 7 
- 4 . 3 4 7 
6 4 . 9 2 
6 4 . 9 2 
7 3 . 2 9 9 
TABLE-10 
X and ;e* values for p- Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g at 65.0 tleV 
x' 
a 
x' 
a 
X* 
so 
x' 
flO 
a 
a 
as 
a 
a 
V14 
* 
no 10 
0.894 
0.754 
1.407 
-0.692 
79.99 
136.63 
23.35 
85.703 
* 
0.890 
0.875 
1.794 
-0.693 
137.74 
227.81 
47.66 
147.575 
HJ 
* 
no n 
0.941 
0.741 
1,388 
-0.336 
172.44 
304.22 
40.66 
184.761 
* 
m 
0.925 
0.846 
1.727 
-0.190 
237.38 
411.29 
63.46 
254.333 
TABLE-11 
X and ;t* values for p-***Ca elastic scatterinfi at 80.2 HeV 
X * 
c 
x ' 
G 
x» 
so 
x ' 
so 
2 
Z 
Of i 
2 
2 
V14 
* 
no in 
0 . 8 7 4 
0 . 5 9 3 
0 . 6 9 5 
0 . 6 6 7 
7 2 . 7 1 
8 4 . 8 3 
4 7 . 8 3 
7 7 . 3 3 3 
* 
0 . 8 9 4 
0 . 7 1 9 
0 . 8 4 7 
0 . 6 8 8 
6 9 . 8 5 
8 3 . 3 8 
4 2 . 1 5 
7 4 . 2 8 1 
HJ 
* 
no in 
0 . 9 2 1 
0 . 6 1 3 
0 . 8 6 0 
0 . 4 3 8 
9 5 . 5 4 
1 0 3 . 9 3 
7 8 . 3 7 
1 0 1 . 6 0 8 
* 
m 
0 . 9 3 3 
0 . 6 9 9 
0 . 9 9 0 
0 . 5 8 9 
9 7 . 4 1 
1 0 3 . 3 5 
8 5 . 2 5 
1 0 3 . 5 9 1 
TABLE-ia 
X and X values for p- Ca elastic scatterinfi at 135 IleV 
x" 
x' 
o 
x" 
x' 
so 
2 
a 
B 
S 
V 
V14 
* 
no SI 
0.910 
0.809 
0.500 
1.932 
98.01 
98.01 
108.068 
* 
m 
0.945 
0.862 
0.650 
1.104 
126.84 
126.84 
139.846 
HJ 
* 
no SI 
0.796 
1.124 
0.812 
2.579 
100.05 
100.05 
110.316 
* 
SI 
0.770 
1.183 
1.015 
2.106 
106.01 
106.01 
116.680 
TABLE-13 
X and a:* v a l u e s for p-* Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n f i at 152 HeV 
X* 
c 
x' 
X* 
s o 
x' 
s o 
s 
a 
a s 
s 
V14 
* 
no m 
1 . 6 1 2 
0 . 3 0 3 
0 . 1 0 6 
3 . 8 9 7 
3 9 . 6 0 
3 6 . 8 9 
4 0 . 7 2 
4 3 . 5 5 5 
* 
m 
1 . 6 2 6 
0 . 1 7 6 
0 . 0 2 6 
3 . 5 8 6 
5 1 . 0 7 
5 4 . 1 5 
4 6 . 1 9 
5 6 . 1 8 2 
HJ 
* 
no in 
1 . 7 2 2 
0 . 5 4 4 
0 . 4 0 1 
3 . 8 7 5 
5 6 . 1 9 
7 6 . 0 8 
2 4 . 6 0 
6 1 . 8 1 1 
* 
m 
1 . 6 9 0 
0 . 7 6 4 
0 . 8 5 0 
2 . 6 5 8 
6 4 . 6 6 
9 2 . 3 0 
2 0 . 7 5 
7 1 . 1 2 1 
TABLE-14 
X and ^ values for p- Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n e at 160 MeV 
c 
x' 
G 
x" 
s o 
x' 
2 
2 
2 
2 
X 
V14 
« 
no n 
0 . 9 3 1 
0 . 8 5 6 
0 . 5 1 3 
1 .862 
5 0 . 4 4 
6 5 . 0 3 
1 1 . 2 0 
5 4 . 1 0 4 
* 
m 
0 . 9 6 0 
0 . 8 9 7 
0 . 6 5 3 
1 . 1 1 2 
7 1 . 0 2 
9 4 . 0 2 
9 . 2 0 
7 6 . 1 8 1 
HJ 
* 
no m 
0 . 8 2 5 
1 . 1 4 4 
0 . 7 9 9 
2 . 0 0 8 
7 3 . 8 9 
8 9 . 3 8 
3 2 . 2 8 
7 9 . 2 6 8 
* in 
0 . 8 1 1 
1 . 1 7 7 
0 . 9 4 2 
1 . 6 3 0 
8 1 . 9 1 
9 9 . 6 1 
3 4 . 3 3 
8 7 . 8 6 2 
TABLE-15 
4 0 X and X v a l u e s for p- Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g at 181 .3 MeV 
X * 
a 
x ' 
X * 
x ' 
flO 
2 
T 
2 
2 
2 
V14 
* 
no m 
0 . 8 2 7 
0 . 8 4 1 
0 . 7 1 4 
1 . 0 3 3 
4 8 . 0 0 
6 5 . 8 5 
3 0 . 1 5 
5 1 . 3 1 0 
* 
m 
0 . 8 2 6 
0 . 8 4 4 
0 . 7 9 2 
0 . 7 2 7 
5 6 . 8 3 
7 8 . 0 9 
3 5 . 5 7 
6 0 . 7 5 0 
HJ 
* 
no m 
0 . 8 0 9 
1 . 0 6 8 
0 . 8 9 8 
1 . 0 2 7 
9 1 . 0 6 
1 0 3 . 8 5 
7 8 . 2 6 
9 7 . 3 3 6 
* 
m 
0 . 8 0 2 
1 . 1 0 5 
0 . 9 8 3 
0 . 8 7 7 
9 7 . 9 2 
9 5 . 7 9 
1 0 0 . 0 5 
1 0 4 . 6 7 2 
TABLE-16 
X and ;t* values for p- Ca elastic scattering at 200 MeV 
x" 
a 
x' 
x" 
fiO 
x' 
s o 
s 
B 
a s 
a 
V14 
* 
no m 
0 . 8 3 2 
0 . 9 7 5 
0 . 7 4 9 
0 . 9 3 8 
1 9 . 7 5 
2 2 . 2 0 
1 7 . 2 9 
2 1 . 1 5 6 
* 
in 
0 . 6 2 4 
0 . 9 8 6 
0 . 8 2 4 
0 . 6 8 0 
2 1 . 7 0 
2 4 . 6 6 
1 8 . 7 4 
2 3 . 2 4 7 
HJ 
* 
no m 
0 . 8 1 6 
1 . 1 7 6 
0 . 9 2 1 
0 . 8 6 8 
4 1 . 0 3 
4 4 . 0 5 
3 8 . 0 0 
4 3 . 9 5 7 
* 
in 
0 . 8 1 1 
1 . 0 2 3 
1 . 0 7 0 
1 . 3 0 6 
1 6 . 6 8 
2 1 . 5 5 
1 1 . 8 0 
1 7 . 8 6 8 
TABLE-17 
2 ^O 
X and X values for p- Ca elastic 8catterin£ at 300 HeV 
G 
x' 
a 
so 
x' 
ao 
S 
as 
a 
2 
V 
V14 
* 
no m 
0.743 
0.976 
0.784 
0.368 
8.47 
13.20 
3.75 
8.644 
* 
0.279 
0.926 
0.840 
1.087 
8.67 
13.58 
3.76 
8.848 
HJ 
* 
no n 
0.345 
1.032 
0.947 
0.792 
11.78 
19.65 
3.92 
12.024 
* 
in 
0.206 
0.992 
1.002 
1.081 
8.71 
13.71 
3.70 
8.883 
TABLE-18 
X and jc values for p- Ca elastic scatterine at 362 NeV 
X* 
a 
x' 
a 
x" 
so 
x' 
so 
a 
T 
a 
a 
a 
V14 
* 
no in 
0.368 
0.744 
0.798 
1.290 
84.57 
136.57 
32.56 
85.709 
* in 
0.332 
0.714 
0.846 
1.359 
76.26 
123.21 
29.32 
77.292 
HJ 
* 
no in 
0.408 
0.746 
0.810 
0.940 
201.46 
370.29 
32.63 
204.185 
* in 
0.658 
0.780 
0.710 
0.077 
331.85 
605.28 
58.43 
336.339 
TABLE-10 
X and X* values for p- Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n s at 400 IleV 
x" 
a 
a 
x" 
so 
x' 
so 
B 
O S 
8 
V14 
* 
no m 
0.383 
0.967 
0.797 
1.350 
9.82 
10.98 
9.25 
10.155 
* 
m 
0.314 
0.919 
0.800 
1.735 
8.82 
9.30 
8.59 
9.125 
HJ 
* 
no n 
0.561 
0.951 
0.827 
0.834 
12.68 
26.98 
5.62 
13.111 
* 
0.509 
0.952 
0.932 
0.870 
10.76 
15.74 
8.30 
11.126 
Figure captions: 
Fifture 1 ( a ) : 
Energy dependence of calculated real central optical 
potential at low energies using V14 interaction. 
Figure 1(b): 
Energy dependence of calculated real central optical 
potential at intermediate energies using V14 interaction. 
Figure 1(c): 
Same as in fig. 1(a) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 1(d): 
Same as in fig. 1(b) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 2(a): 
Energy dependence of strength of calculated real and 
imaginary central optical potentials using V14 
interaction. 
Figure 2(b): 
Same as in fig. 2(a) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 2(c): 
Energy dependence of volume integrals per nucleon of real 
and imaginary parts of calculated central and spin-orbit 
optical potentials using V14 interaction. 
Figure 2(d): 
Same as in fig. 2(c) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 3(A ) : 
Energy dependence of inafiinary part of the central 
optical potential at low energies using V14 interaction. 
Figure 3(b): 
Energy dependence of imaginary part of the central 
opt ica l potent ia l at intermediate energies us ing V14 
interact ion . 
Figure 3 ( c ) : 
Same as in fig. 3(a) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 3(d): 
Same as in fig. 3(b) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 4(a): 
Energy dependence of ca l cu la ted real s p i n - o r b i t o p t i c a l 
potent ia l at low energies using V14 i n t e r a c t i o n . 
Figure 4(b): 
Energy dependence of calculated real spin-orbit optical 
potential at intermediate energies using V14 interaction. 
Figure 4(c): 
Same as in f i g . 4(a) but using HJ i n t e r a c t i o n . 
Figure 4(d): 
Same as in f i g . 4(b) but using HJ i n t e r a c t i o n . 
Figure 5 (a ) : 
Energy dependence of ca lcu lated imaginary s p i n - o r b i t 
opt ica l potent ia l at low energies using V14 i n t e r a c t i o n . 
Figure 5(b): 
Energy dependence of calculated iaaglnary spin-orbit 
optical potential at intermediate energies using V14 
interaction. 
Figure 5(c): 
Sane as in fig. 5(a) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 5(d): 
Sane as in fig. 5(b) but using HJ interaction. 
Figure 6(a): 
Calculated real central optical potential with and 
without effective nass correction at 21 MeV using V14 and 
HJ interaction. 
Figure 6(b): 
Calculated imaginary central optical potential with and 
without effective mass correction at 21 MeV using V14 and 
HJ interaction. 
Figure 6(c): 
Calculated real spin-orbit optical potential with and 
without effective mass correction at 21 HeV using V14 and 
HJ interaction. 
Figure 6(d): 
Calculated imaginary spin-orbit optical potential with 
and without effective mass correction at 21 HeV using V14 
and HJ interaction. 
Figure 7 ( a ) : 
Energy dependence of d irec t and exchange coaponents of 
ca lcu la ted real sp in-orbi t o p t i c a l potent ia l using V14 
i n t e r a c t i o n . 
Figure 7 (b) : 
Energy dependence of direct and exchange components of 
calculated inaginary spin-orbit optical potential using 
V14 interaction. 
Figures 8(a)-18(b): 
Calculated cross s ec t ions and po lar iza t ions compared with 
40 
corresponding experimental data for p- Ca elastic 
scattering at low energies. 
Figures 19-26: 
Calculated cross sections and polarizations compared with 
corresponding experimental data for p- Ca elastic 
scattering at intermediate energies. 
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(4.1) Introductioru 
The pravioua chapter vaa aainly concerned with the 
calculation of nucleon-nucleus optical potential for finite 
nvclei starting from a realistic internucleon interaction 
using first order Brueckner theory. The calculational 
1-7) procedure followed there has been used by nany in previous 
calculations. The method used nainly involves two steps: 
First, the effective NN interactions (t-natrices) are 
calculated using a local density approximation . Second, 
these t-natrices are folded over the ground state densities of 
the target nucleus to obtain the optical potential using local 
density approximation . The calculated potentials are in 
reasonable agreement with the ones required to fit the 
scattering data. However, there are several discrepancies. 
Firstly, the calculated imaginary central potentials at low 
3 7) 
energies are about 30-50 \ larger ' ^ than the ones required 
by the experimental data. Secondly, the surface enhancement in 
the calculated central imaginary potential at low energies is 
insignificant as compared with that observed in empirical 
8 ) yot€ntials . Finally, significant discrepancies are observed 
in th£ calculated and empirically required spin-orbit 
potentials 
In order to explore the reasons for the above mentioned 
shortcomings we have investigated the method of calculation of 
the optical potential. In this chapter we have investigated 
83 
the approxinations used to calculate the central part of the 
potential fron effective interaction. Thua ve explore only the 
approximationa used in the folding procedure leaving the 
calculation of t-natrices untouched. The direct part of the 
central optical potential was calculated in the previous 
chapter with relatively minor approximations, apart from those 
involved in the use of first order Brueckner theory. However, 
severe approximations were made in the calculation of exchange 
part of central optical potential. Similarly, the calculation 
of both the direct as well as the exchange parts of spin-orbit 
optical potential also involved severe approximations. The 
approximations, used in the previous chapter, concerning the 
calculation of spin-orbit potential will be investigated in 
detail in chapter V. In the present chapter we describe the 
results of our investigation concerning the approximations 
(other than those in the calculation of the t-matrices) made 
in the central exchange part of the optical potential. Ue 
shall show that the exchange part of the central potential can 
c.e written as a series whose first term corresponds to the 
comikonly used ' ' expression for the potential. Ue have 
been able to calculate values for the first three terms of 
this seriee One of the interesting consequences of these 
additional exchange terms is the enhancement of the surface 
peaking in the central imaginary part of the calculated 
potential at low incident nucleon energies. The effect of 
iJlj 
these new terms is snail at high incident energies. However, 
the additional terms do not resolve the problem of the 
magnitude of the imaginary part referred to above. The real 
part of the central optical potential is only marginally 
affected by these additional exchange terms. 
The plan of this chapter is as follows. In section 4.2 we 
describe the formal derivation of the exchange part of the 
central nucleon-nucleus optical potential including the 
additional terms. Ue see that the exchange component of the 
central optical potential is similar to a Kisslinger type 
10) potential . Solution of Schrttdinger equation involving such 
a potential is described in section 4.3. Finally, in section 
4.4 we give the results of our calculation of exchange part of 
optical potential for p- Ca elastic scattering using V14 soft 
core ^ and HJ hard core ^ interactions in the first order 
Irueckner theory at low and at intermediate energies. 
bi 
C*.Zy ForHMl d*rlv*t,ion of •xchang* pmr-t of contral optical 
poi<Bntlalt 
The exchana« part of central optical potential within the 
1 2) framework of the normally uaed folding model ' can be 
written as 
U™(r ,E)v(r ) = £ f^ '^*'C^ . 5*""* C"^. ) V* fr, )d^ , , (4.1) 
4 A I n s r i A X X 
where the label 1 refers to the incident nucleon and 2 to one 
of the nucleons in the target, y^ Cr ) is the wavefunction of 
the incident nucleon satisfying the scattering boundary 
conditions. ^ ((^  ) refers to various bound nucleon 
1^  e 
KX 
wavef unctions, t is the exchange part of the t-matrix 
obtained by solving Bethe-Goldstone equation with the 
appropriate boundary conditions. In writing eq. (4.1) we have 
suppressed the dependence of the t~matrix on the internucleon 
separation, the nuclear matter density and the energy of the 
Incident nucleon for convenience only. The label n refers to 
all the quantum numbers specifying the bound orbitals in the 
target nucleus and the summation is over all the occupied 
states. 
Changing the integration variable to x = r - r and 
S A 
expanding the incident nucleon wavefunction about the 
coordinate r , we obtain 
bi 
U*"(r^.E)v(r^) = fpClr^ *^*!. r^)!™ exp(v .V^  )d« v(r^). (4.2) 
vh ere p(r ,r ) is the density Matrix and 7 is the £radient 
operator with respect to r . The exponential operator, which 
acts only on the wavefunction v(r ) of the incident nucleon, 
can fornally be expanded in terns of the spherical haraonica 
depending on the anftles of x and V as 
IK 
exp[ix.(7^/i)] = E 4n i^  j^ (x|7^ /i | )Y7 (x)Y^(7^/i). (4.3) 
Lm 
where the synbol '^ implies a unit vector, j are the spherical 
Bessel functions and Y are the spherical harmonics. Thus we 
can write 
u'"(r^,E) = E *" iMv(|r^4x| ,r^)j^(xp^/i| )y;^ (x) Y^(V^/i)<X. 
lm J 
(4.4) 
where we have defined 
V(|r^ +>c|,r^ ) = p(|r^+K| ,r^)t"'(x, p(R); E) (4.5) 
and 
R = (r^ +r^ )/2 = r^ + x/2. (4.6) 
33 
Choosinft th« s-axis alons the direction of r , we can write 
V(|r^+x|.rJ = EV^ i\.x:i\ (»« ) • C4.7) 
A 
Substituting this in eq. (4.4) and using the orthonornality of 
the spherical harmonics we get the following expression for 
the central exchange part of the optical potential 
U^(r^.E) = E 4n i^fv^Cr^.x) j^ (x|7^/i| )Y^C^^/i )x* dx. (4.8) 
So far we have aade no approximation and hence the above 
expression is formally exact. However, we consider in the 
following only the first three terms of the expansion in eq. 
(4.8). 
First t*riM 
For 1=0 the right hand side of eq. (4.8), approximating 
|V /i| with the local momentum k of the incident nucleon, is 
O^(r^.E) = Jp(|r^ -t»c| ,r^)t'"*(x,p(|r^^M/2| ;E)j^(xk )ck . (4.9) 
The above expression is identical to eq. (3.16) of the 
previous chapter for the central exchange part of the 
a«cleon-nucleus optical potential. This is the expression used 
in refs. ' ' ' to calculate the exchange part. 
bt 
Second term: 
The second tern in eq. (4.8) for 1=1 is 
U^'^Cr^.E) = 4ni fv^ (r^ ,x) j / x p ^ / i | )Tf^(^^/i )x* dx. (4.10) 
Ue can rewrite y'*(V /i) as follows 
y^y/i)= / i _ ; .^  /i = Zi-i (^  /i). (4.11) 
* * / 4n * ' / 4n k^ ^ 
where V implies only the radial part of the ftradient 
r 
Operator. Similar to the derivation of the eq. (4.9) we have 
approximated |7 /i| by k . Usinfi eq. (4.11) in eq. (4.10) 
gives 
"a Cr^.B) = 3U(|r^+x| .r^)t (x.P(R);E)—i 1-x cos ddK ^^ , 
J xk "^4 
4. 
(4.12) 
where 6 is angle between x and r . This is of the Kisslinger 
type of potential and in practical calculations can be 
13 •) handled by the standard methods, i.e. as used in ref. . 
Third termi 
The third term in eq. (4.8) for 1=2 is 
U,™(r^,E) = 4ni*rv^(r^,x)j^(xp^/ij )lf (7^/i)x'dx. (4.13) 
35 
W« can rswrit* Y (V /i) in a way similar to eq. (4.11) as 
( 3 ^, * - V ^  
1 (4.14) 
4n .«. m 
1 k 
A 
^2 
where 7 ( » — ) and 7 is only the radial part of the 
r A 
full V -operator. Substitutinfi eq. (4.14) in eq. (4.13) wo 
obtain the 1=2 contribution to the central exchange part 
U^"*(r^,E) = ^ _ [ p(|r^+x|.rJt"*(x,/5(R);E)(3cos*d-l) 
4n J 
j (xk ) 
K — —x^dx (3V • - 7 * ) . (4.15) 
(xkj" 
Conputationally the operator in this equation can be written 
in terms of 7 and . The part involvine 7 is included 
^r 
d i r e c t l y in to the corresponding k i n e t i c energy part of the 
Schr6dinger equation for the s c a t t e r i n g p a r t i c l e while the 
part involv ing i s treated as for eq. ( 4 . 1 2 ) . 
Sr 
i 
Thus the total central exchange tern we consider in the 
present work is 
U™(r^,E) = U^''(r^,E) + U^''(r^,E) + U^''(r^,E), (4.16) 
bu 
EK KX CX 
vh«re U , U and U are given by eq. (4.9), (4.12) and 
(4.15) respectively. Ue feel it is sufficient to consider only 
three terns in the expansion of eq. (4.8) since our 
calculations show that even the third tern is of the order of 
nagnitude snailer than the first tern. 
Eq. (4.16) can now be written in the following forn 
U**(r ,E) = A(r) + B(r)7 ^  + C(r)(3V * - ^ ) , (4.17) 
where 
A(r) = I p(|r^+xj,r^)t (x.p( |r^-tx/2| ; E) j^  (xk^  )dx, (4.18a) 
r EX K^^K"^ 
B(r) = 3 p(|r^+x| ,r^ )t (x.p(R);E) — — xcos d dx (4.18b) 
J xk 
and 
C(r) = — 1 P(|r +x|,r )t"''(x,p(R);E)(3cos"d-l) 
4n J 
J (xk ) 
X X dx. (4.18c) 
(xk^)* 
Thus the exchange component of central optical potential 
is a Kisalinfter type potential . Solution of Schrttdinger 
equation with such a potential is slightly difficult and is 
described in the next section 4.3. 
bS 
C4.3) Solution of Schrtidlnger equation with A IClssllnger type 
potential I 
In th« present section we describe the solution of 
Schrttdinfier equation involvin£ a Kisslinfier type potential, 
eq. (4.17). The scatterinfi vavefunction y of a charsed nucleon 
satisfies the following equation 
.a 
- —7*vCr) + V (r)v(r) - [U^ . + U l.s] v(r) = E vCr), (4.19) 
2n. " **'' •* 
where V (r) is the Coulomb potential due to a uniformly 
C 
charged sphere, U (r) is the spin, isospin independent part 
of the optical potential and U is the spin-orbit optical 
potential. 
If we take the exchange part of central potential as 
described in the previous section ,i.e. eq. (4.17), the 
central part of optical potential can be expressed in the 
following form 
U (r) = U'*(r) + A(r) + B(r)^ + C(r)(3 ^  * - ^ * ). (4.20) 
opt ri r*. 
Considering only the radial part we have 
7* = l-i_(r*^) = - ^ . 1 ^ (4.21) 
« dr dr .a r dr 
r dr 
iJd 
and hence we get 
V • = _1_ = V* - i -1- . (4.22) 
. « r dr dr 
Using eq. (4.22) in eq. (4.20) we obtain 
U .(r) = U**(r) + A (r) + B fr)V + C (rF* . (4.23) 
with 
A^(r) = A(r). (4.24a) 
B^(r) = B(r) - 6C^(r)/r (4.24b) 
and 
C^(r) = 2C(r). (4.24c) 
Substituting this form of the potential in eq. (4,19) we 
obtain 
.a 
- — 7*v + V (r)v/ - [U^(r) + A^  (r) + B (r)7 + C (rJT* + 
" 1-slV = Ev . (4.25) 
iUU 
Eq. C*.25) can be rewritten in the following form 
- !l_ [1 + ii! C (r)l^v + V (r)v - lU^CD + A (r) + B (r)^ + 
2» j^. 
U l.B]V = Ev . (4.26) 
2iii D i v i d i n g t h e above e q u a t i o n by [1 + — C ( r ) ] we g e t 
L . 7*v + V'*(r)y - [U" + A ( r ) + B^^ + if l . s V = ^ V 
2iii 
( 4 . 2 7 ) 
wi th 
V^(r) * . ( 4 . 2 8 a ) 
[1 + Ifl C^(r)l 
u;(r) - Hli£2 . (4.28b) 
[1 * i l C ^ ( r ) ] 
A ( r ) 
A^( r ) = , ( 4 . 2 8 c ) 
t l + Ifi C ^ ( r ) ] 
B ( r ) 
B^( r ) = , ( 4 . 2 8 d ) 
[1 + l £ C ^ ( r ) ] 
iu 
U ^ = — (4.28«) 
[1 + !£ C^(r)] 
and 
E** = (4.28f) 
2in [1 + iflc^(r)] 
Thus we have to solve effectively eq. (4.27) which is an 
ordinary Schrtidineer equation except for the term 7 To 
solve this equation we assume that 
V = *(r);t(r), (4.29) 
where ^(r) is a function of radial coordinate only. ;t(r) 
satisfies the limiting condition that it approaches unity as r 
tends to infinity. Making use of eq. (4.29) in eq. (4.27) we 
get 
2m 
f'C -^  ^ o * " L I - « 3 * A : - B^[;t7^ + ^7;t] = E***;*:. 
so 
(4.30) 
In order to eliminate two terms containing V^ we assume the 
function x to satisfy the following equation 
ii^il 
- 2 ^Ar ^ * - B * ^4fc = 0 . ( 4 . 3 1 ) 
2i» 
This gives us 
7;,: = - I A B > . (4.32) 
2 H-
which can be easily solved to give us x as follows 
i ^ = - i AB . (4.33) 
o 
* dr ^ h' 
Integrating the above equation we get 
;e(r) = K'exp[- i [ 1^ B (r^)drj. (4.34) 
r h 
;t(r) in eq. (4.34) satisfies the limiting condition (i.e. x 
goes to unity as r tends to infinity), which determines the 
value of constant of integration K' to be unity. Thus v(r) and 
^(r) would satisfy the same asymptotic boundary conditions. 
Hence we can write 
;t(r) = exp[- i f liH B (r^)dr ]. (4.35) 
2 J .« 
Uith the above value of jt(r) eq. (4.30) assumes the following 
iu3 
forn 
- !l_ [ ^  9*;t + ;t ^ * ] + V^(r) ^ ;t - B^ ^  7;t = ^ *;»: . (4-36) 
with 
V^(r) = V* - [U** + A^(r) + U^ l.a]. (4.37) 
« o o So 
Ue now divide eq. (4.36) by A: and make use of eq.(4.35) to £et 
the following equation 
.« , o , dB B 
- !!_ 7*^ + [V'*(r) + 1 AhJ" * l - l * -^]<fc = E%. (4.38) 
2in ^ h* 2 dr r 
This is the standard form of the Schr^dinger equation which 
can be easily solved by standard method of partial wave 
analysis and Numerov method. 
l U ' 
C4.43 R e s u l t s and d l s c u s s l o n i 
In t h l a s e c t i o n we d e s c r i b e the r e s u l t s of our 
c a l c u l a t i o n for t h e exchange component of t h e c e n t r a l o p t i c a l 
p o t e n t i a l u s i n g eq . ( 4 . 1 7 ) . In order t o p e r f o r n c a l c u l a t i o n we 
use the e f f e c t i v e i n t e r a c t i o n obta ined from r e a l i s t i c 
i n t e r a c t i o n s i n t h e f i r s t order Brueckner t h e o r y . For t h e sake 
of comparison we have used both the V14 s o f t c o r e and HJ 
12) hard core NN r e a l i s t i c i n t e r a c t i o n s . 
Fifi. 1 shows t h e r a d i a l behaviour of r e a l p a r t of c e n t r a l 
exchange p o t e n t i a l for p - Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g a t 1 HeV 
us ing V14 i n t e r a c t i o n . R e s u l t s at 1 NeV a r e for academic 
i n t e r e s t , on ly t o show t h e e f f e c t of a d d i t i o n a l t e r m s . Ue have 
14) 4o 
used exper imenta l d e n s i t y for Ca. S o l i d curve m f i g . 1 
corresponds t o t h e r e a l c e n t r a l exchange p o t e n t i a l when only 
f i r s t term, eq. ( 4 . 9 ) , i s u sed . Dashed curve i n the same 
sx f i g u r e i n c l u d e s t h e c o n t r i b u t i o n of two a d d i t i o n a l terms U 
EX 
and U^  , i.e. when eq. (4.16) is used. Ue see from fig.l that 
the effect of these additional two terms on the real central 
exchange potential is only marginal. Hence we do not show the 
radial behaviour of real central exchange potential at other 
energies. Figs. 2 and 3 show the radial behaviour of the 
imaginary part of calculated central exchange potential at 
incident proton energies E = 1 MeV and 30 MeV. Ue do not give 
P 
the corresponding figure at 200 MeV since the higher order 
EX EX 
terms, U^  and U^  , are very small at that energy. 
1U5 
Fift. 2 shows that the r e s u l t of using the addit ional 
teras in the central part of the p o t e n t i a l i s to enhance the 
surface peaking in the inaginary p o t e n t i a l by about 2.5 neV at 
a d is tance of about 5 HeV from the target centre for p- Ca. 
At an inc ident energy 30.3 HeV, f i g . 3 , the increase in the 
imaginary po ten t ia l at the surface i s by only about 1 MeV. The 
e f fect of these additional terns on the central imaginary 
potent ia l i s very small at 200 HeV. Thus ve conclude that the 
E X KK 
effect of the additional terms, U and U , eq. (4.16), on 
the central exchange part is substantial only at low incident 
nucleon energies. They effect mostly the imaginary part and 
enhance the surface peaking at low nucleon incident energies. 
However, the present calculation do not give sufficient 
reduction (% 40% ) in the calculated imaginary potential which 
is required to fit the experimental data. It is satisfying to 
note that we are able to calculate the exchange term of the 
central potential more accurately since only the first term of 
our series expansion has been used by others ' ' . 
Ue have also done calculations like those described above 
12 •) 
using the hard core HJ internucleon potential . Since the 
results are qualitatively similar we do not show them. 
Flgiir* c Apt Ions I 
Figure 1: Exchanfte part of the rea l centra l potent ia l for 
p- Ca at 1 neV. The l a b e l s V and V^  denote 
n o 
respectively the new and old calculations. 
Figure 2: Exchange part and total central imaginary potential 
for p-'***Ca at 1 MeV. The labels U and U refer 
respectively to the new and old calculations. 
Figure 3: Exchange part and total central imaginary potential 
for p-'***Ca at 30.3 HeV. The labels U and W^  refer 
respectively to the new and old calculations. 
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CHAPTER V 
SPIN-ORBIT POTENTIAL 
1U8 
CS. 13 Introduction! 
Th« calculation of the nucleon-nucleus optical potential, 
as described in chapter III, startine from realistic 
internucleon interactions within the franevork of the first 
order Brueckner theory conprises two steps. The first step 
involves the calculation of t-natrices using first order 
Brueckner theory. The second step involves the calculation of 
optical potential from these t-natrices using folding 
1-7) 
procedure described in chapter III and refs. . For finite 
nuclei various approxinations are made to evaluate folding 
expressions for both the central and the spin-orbit parts of 
the optical potential. Ue have already investigated these 
approximations concerning the exchange part of central optical 
potential in the previous chapter IV. The purpose of the 
present chapter is to investigate the approximations, other 
than those in the calculation of the t-matricea, which are 
expected to affect the calculated values of the spin-orbit 
part of the potential. 
The spin-orbit part of the potential has been calculated 
2 8—11^ by several authors ' -^  as a series expansion. The earliest 
formula, for only the direct part of the spin-orbit potential 
9 *) 
was given by Blin-Stoyle ' 
V = const.— 1 dp 
r dF ' (5-1) 
iUd 
where p is the density distribution of nucleons in the 
nucleus at a point r. The rifiht hand side of this formula is 
the first term in a series expansion for V . The full series 
mo 
was fiiven by Greenlees et al. ' . The expansion parameter 
in this series is the ratio of two distances. The first is the 
range of the spin-orbit part of the t-matrix and the second is 
the distance in which p chanees appreciably. It will be shown 
that for suitable values of the expansion parameter the second 
term in the series of V can be quite large whereas the full 
•o 
sum, except for some minor differences, is quite similar to 
the first term, i.e. eq. (5.1). 
A further discussion of the spin-orbit potential was 
8 ) given by Scheerbaum who gave a formally different aeries and 
then used various approximations to sum the series. Ue shall 
show that this series and that of Greenlees et al. ' are 
8 ) formally equivalent. Scheerbaum ^ then made further 
approximations, obtaining finally eq. (5.1) with a different, 
but energy dependant, multiplying factor. Since our 
investigations suggest that these approaches are in fact 
2 8 10-11) identical, the approximations of refs. ' ' ^ need further 
investigations. 
8 ) A further result obtained by Scheerbaum , and confirmed 
2 4) 
by other authors ' , is that the exchange terms contribute 
substantially to the spin-orbit part of the optical potential. 
The approximations referred to above in connection with the 
IxU 
direct part of the apin-orblt terms are aore laportant for its 
exchanse part. Ue also inveatiftate the approxiaations made for 
thia part of the potential. 
In section 5.2 we diacuaa varioua approxinationa uaed to 
calculate the direct part of the nucleon-nucleua apin-orbit 
optical potential. Ue then ftive our exact results. Ue also 
compare our results with the earlier calculation of Brieva and 
1-2 ^  Rook who used the short range approximation for the 
t-matrix and retained only the first non vanishinfi term in the 
expansion of the density. Ue show that as a result of usine 
the short range approximation, the calculation of ref. 
underestimates the direct part of the spin-orbit potential at 
short distances and overestimates it at large distances. In 
section 5.3 we investigate the approximations used to 
calculate the exchange part of the nucleon-nucleus spin-orbit 
potential. Ue first give a new formal derivation of the 
exchange part of the nucleon-nucleus spin-orbit potential in 
subsection 5.3.1, while the results of calculations for the 
exchange part of nucleon-nucleus optical potential are 
discussed in subsection 5.3.2. Section 5.4 is devoted to the 
detailed analysis of differential cross section and 
polarization data for the elastic scattering of protons from 
Ca in the low and intermediate energy regions using optical 
potential of the exact calculation. 
lii 
CS.£> Dir*cl part of thft spin-orbit pot*ntiali 
In this section we investigate in detail the 
approximations used to calculate the direct part of 
nucleon-nucleus spin-orbit potential. Ue also present our 
exact calculations of the direct part of spin-orbit potential 
for the elastic scattering of protons from Ca usinft Urbana 
V14 ^ and Hanada-Johnston (HJ) hard core ^ internucleon 
potentials at several energies in the low and in the 
interaediate energy regions. 
In subsection 5.2.1 we present the formulation for the 
exact calculation of the direct part of the spin-orbit 
potential. Here we also present our investigations concerning 
various series expansions. In particular we show that the 
first order tern is a close approxination to the exact result 
while the second order term alone is quite sizeable. 
Subsection 5.2.2 gives the results of an approximate 
calculation to demonstrate the above mentioned result. In 
subsection 5.2.3 we present our results of the exact 
calculation for the direct part of spin-orbit potential and 
compare with those of older calculations discussed in chapter 
2 ) III and also described in ref. . 
C5. 2.1> Formal d*rivationi 
The direct part of the nucleon-nucleus spin-orbit 
2 ^  potential in the folding model approach is 
1 1 2 
wher« t** is the direct part of the nucleon-nucleon spin-orbit 
t-natrix. 1 and s are respectively the total orbital angular 
Moaentua and spin for the nucleon pair. ^ (>"-) is the bound 
single-particle wavefunction in the target nucleus and the 
label n represents the appropriate quantun numbers. The 
suaaation in eq. 5.2 is over all the occupied states. Ue use 
label 1 for the incident nucleon and label 2 for a typical 
nucleon in the target. For the product l>s we take 
l.B = i(r -r ) X (p -p ).(»•»* ), (5.3) 
- A S A a A S 
where p. and s. refer to the momenta and spins of the 
respective particles. Changing the integration variable in eq. 
(5.2) to X = r^-r^ we obtain 
"L^^A'^^ ' • " 1 '=*^ '^ ***l^ *eo** ** (P,-P.).(«,^,)<k«. (5.4) 
where 
pCfr^+xj) = Z^ ^* (r^+x )^^ (r^ +x ) (5.5) 
is the density distribution in the target nucleus. Ue consider 
11^ 
apin-zero nuclei. The intefiration over p^ vanishes 
identically, since no direction is specified, while the sun 
over the bound nucleon spin «^ is similarly zero. This ftives 
us 
The inteeral in eq. (5.6) must be in the r direction. Takin£ 
the z-axis alon£ r , we finally obtain 
U^ (r ,E) = - A(r )1 .« /r , (5.7) 
where 1 = r KO is the orbital angular momentum of th< 
4 4 4 
incident nucleon and 
A(r^)r^/r^ = rp( |r^+x | )t^^xdx . ( 5 . 8 ) 
For s i m p l i c i t y we assume that the d i s t r ibut ion of protons 
and neutrons i s same. Further we consider in t h i s subsect ion 
It 
only the real part of t__ and drop its dependence on variables 
so 
other than the internucleon separation. Hence we shall drop 
all suffices on t _. Ue shall discuss the results of our 
so 
calculation with full sophistications, in subsection 5.2.3. 
Eq. (5.7) is now of the familiar '^ ''"^ J^ spin-orbit form. Our 
114 
r«aalnin« discuaaion of thia aubaection ia baaed on aq. (5.8). 
Ue can expand p(|r -t-xl) aa a Taylor aeriea in x. Thia 
givea 
A(r) = 4n £ " -^ ^^ ^^ i^^ -I^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ p . (5.9) 
v-o (2w+3)l dr 
where 
00 
^^-h t(x) dx. (5.10) 
o 
Thia ia the aeriea given by Greenleea et al. ' . To nake 
exact conpariaon we note that 
dr dr 
The firat term of eq. (S.9) givea 
(5.11) 
A(r) = i!L I^  - ^ . (5.12) 
3 dr 
which when combined with eq. (5.7), givea the reaulta of 
9) Blin-Stoyle \ i.e. eq. (5.1). It ia poaaible to obtain. in 
place of eq. (5.9), the formula 
11 
%M3 
A(r) = 4n - ^ r r i_j^(xV/i)lt(x)x*dx p. (5.13) 
This is derived by methods similar to those in chapter IV. The 
quantity in bracket in eq. (5.13) is to be evaluated as a 
function of v , with this operator actine solely on p. It is 
important to note for our further discussion that eqs. (5.9) 
and (5.13) are identical. This is obvious because no 
approximations are used in their derivation and can be readily 
verified by expanding Bessel function in eq. (5.13). 
A plausible approximation to eq. (5.13) is obtained by 
replacins 7/i by k where the latter is a typical momentum 
(divided by h) characteristic of the nucleus. Then eq. (5.13) 
becomes 
A(r) = 4iT [H-- (kx)t(x)x dx dp dr (5.14) 
If kx is assumed to be small, we recover eq. (5.12) and hence 
eq. (5.1) for the spin-orbit potential. More generally, 
assuming k is independent of r, eq. (5.14) together with eq. 
(5.7), yields a formula for the spin-orbit potential differing 
from the first order equation, eq. (5.1), only through a 
multiplying constant which is energy dependant. The constant 
in this case is related to the quantity in bracket in eq. 
l ib 
(5.14). Thia is the result obtained by Scheerbaum ' by a 
somewhat different method. The essential part of the 
approximation leading from eq. (5.9) to that of Scheerbaum is 
that k is independent of r. Ue have made a more detailed 
analysis and shown that this is not correct and that a more 
careful treatment returns the exact result, eq. (5.8). 
In view of the above discussion we conclude that the 
methods employed by Greenlees et al. ' and Scheerbaum 
are essentially equivalent and involve the expansion of the 
nucleon density assuming the short range nature of the 
internucleon spin-orbit t-matrix. 
C5.2.2) Numerical discussion of eq. CS. 0)i 
In order to investigate the validity of approximations 
discussed above we have done the following calculations. Ue 
have used the series of eq. (5.9) and the exact result of eq. 
(5.8) to evaluate A(r) and hence to obtain the spin-orbit 
potential, eq. (5.7). For /:>(r) we take the form 
p(r) = [1 + exp{(r-R)/a}]"', (5.15) 
with a = 0.54 F and R = 4.0 F. For the t-matrix, we take only 
the triplet odd part (which is the dominant contribution for 
14 15") the spin-orbit potential) the form suggested by Uong ' ^ 
1 1 7 
t(x) = 0 for X < c (5.16a) 
= v[l - exp{-y(x-c))] for x > c , (5.16b) 
where c = 0.485 F, r = 4.2 F~*. For v we take the triplet odd 
13) part of the Hanada-Johnston internucleon potential. 
Fi£. 1 shows the exact result, eq. (5.8), and the effect 
of only considering first and second order terms of the series 
expansion, eq. (5.9). Ue conclude that the exact and the first 
order term ftive very close results while the second order term 
alone is quite sizeable. This result is consistent with the 
2 ) 
result of Brieva and Rook who used a slifihtly different form 
for t. Further this is also confirmed by our calculations as 
discussed in the next subsection. All of these results 
indicate that the use of this type of series expansion of p is 
rather dangerous and that the series convergence is highly 
unreliable. 
CS. 2.3) Results of «xact c*lculatlon of direct part of 
spln-orblt potentials 
Using eq. (5.7) we have calculated the direct part of the 
spin-orbit potential for the elastic scattering of protons 
from '***Ca in the low (21-80 MeV) and intermediate (135-800 
12 ) MeV) energy regions. Urbana V14 soft core and 
13) Hamada-Johnston hard core internucleon potentials have been 
used to solve Eethe-Goldstone equation. For Ca we have used 
n 'ki 
16) 
the nucleon density from ref. 
Fifi. 2. curve labelled V shows the calculated spin-orbit 
potential for p-'***Ca at 200 MeV. For comparison we also show, 
2) 
curve labelled V , the results of Brieva and Rook , i.e. 
using only the first term, i.e. eq. (5.12). Ue do not show the 
results at other energies since they are qualitatively 
similar. Horeover we have also done the calculations mentioned 
13) above using the hard core Hamada-Johnston internucleon 
potential with similar results. 
From fig. 2 we see that the use of the first order term 
alone underestimates the direct part of the spin-orbit 
potential at short distances and overestimates it at larger 
distances. These differences remain qualitatively similar 
throughout the energy region considered here. Ue have 
calculated the volume integrals of these potentials and found 
them very similar. Since the Brueckner theory calculations 
produce numerical t-matrices, there is no additional labour 
involved in the exact calculation of the direct part of the 
spin-orbit potential using, eq. (5.7). However, since our 
results indicate that the volume integrals of the exact and 
first order results are not very different, the 
nucleon-nucleus scattering and polarization data is not likely 
to distinguish between the two. In summarizing the results of 
this section we may say that we have outlined a method to 
calculate the direct part of the spin-orbit potential exactly 
l i iJ 
without nakins any approxiaation as has baen done t i l l 
2 ,8 ,10-11) 
now 
12.G 
C5.3) Exch*ng* part of th* spln>orblt pot*ntl*li 
In this section we discuss various approximations used to 
calculate the exchange part of nucleon-nucleus spin-orbit 
potential. Our main objective in the present section is to 
avoid some of the approximations involved in the calculation 
of exchange part of spin-orbit potential. 
In subsection B.3.1 ve give a formal derivation of the 
potential. Subsection 5.3.2 describes results of our 
calculations for the exchange part of the nucleon-nucleus 
spin-orbit potential for the scattering of protons from Ca 
in the low and in the intermediate energy regions. Ue also 
compare our results with the earlier calculations of Brieva 
2 ) 
and Rook . 
C8. 3 . 1 ) PoraMkl dt tr lvat lont 
The l o c a l e q u i v a l e n t t o t h e exchange part of t h e 
2 8 'i 
n u c l e o n - n u c l e u s s p i n - o r b i t p o t e n t i a l as g i v e n i n r e f s . ' ' i s 
n't'/m- J 
^^'l'j^«»-(l^^nlj«,(2)dr^. ( 5 . 1 7 ) 
where the labels have the same meaning as that used in eq. 
(5.2) of section 5.2. The t-matrix term t is the exchange 
so 
part of t h e n u c l e o n - n u c l e o n s p i n - o r b i t t - m a t r i x as de f ined i n 
2) 
r e f . and we have suppressed i t s dependence on i n t e r n u c l e o n 
s e p a r a t i o n , n u c l e a r matter d e n s i t y and energy of the i n c i d e n t 
nuc 
l^i 
leon. The quantity l.« is defined as in eq. (5.3). The 
function ¥» (1) is the space-spin coupled product of the 
r%\.)m 
einfile nucleon coordinate space wavefunctions ^^^^ C''^ ) *n^ 
the two-component spin eifienf unctions ^ (1). In these 
formulae n is the principal quantum number, while 1 and OL are 
respectively the total orbital an£ular quantum number and its 
z projection. The quantity s, m and j, m are defined for the 
spin and total angular momenta similarly to 1 and m . Ue can 
write 
V'^ .^ C^l) = E Cim,l»l| J») V^,„ Cr^) Ar_ C D . (5.18) 
L • 
where (—m Im^jjm) are the relevant Clebsch-Gordan 1 
—1 
2 
coefficients. Similar expression may be written down for the 
bound state ^^j^.^(2). Substituting these in eq. (5.17) and 
using the orthogonality relation for Clebsch-Gordon 
coefficients we obtain 
11 L m 
EX 
" *ao^-«' ^ 'l'. ' f^5*.„. (l)V'.tp (%)*.,. (2)dr,. 
(5.19) 
Considering the product l.s, eq. (5.3), and only the 
I d Z 
a p i n - o r b i t part of eq . ( 5 . 1 9 ) , as in r e f . ' , we o b t a i n 
E * . ! ( 2 ) [ « , + S J ^.»«fl5 *.M ^2) = o^ A: . , ( 2 ) . ( 5 . 2 0 ) 
a • • • • 
where o denotes the Pauli spin vector. Chanfiins the 
integration variable in eq. (5.19) to x = ^^-^^» w® ^^^ 
siBplify the action of the moinentun operators on the space 
part of the wavefunction y(r- ) as below 
x,7 
(P^ -P.)¥'(r^ ) = - 2(-ih^^)e V (r^  ) (5.21a) 
x.V 
= - 2p^e V(»^^). (5.21b) 
where V and V are the firadient operators with respect to the 
coordinates x and r respectively. Ue have approximated -ih7 
with the local momentum p of the incident nucleon to obtain 
eq. (5.21b). 
Substituting eqs. (5.20) and (5.21b) in eq. (5.19) and 
recombinine the space and spin eigenfunctions to form the 
scattering state v,, (1) for the incident nucleon we obtain 
nljm 
2 1 
where p(r^,r^) is the density matrix as defined in ref. . 
Ue now denote by D the integral in square bracket of eq, 
IZo 
(5.22). Ue note that since D is a vector, it can be only a 
linear function of the vector r^ and V^. The intefiral D 
depends also on hifiher order scalar combinations of r^  and 7^ 
which is of no concern for the calculation of spin-orbit tern. 
Hence we can write 
D = oir +p7 , (5.23) 
where o( and [3 nust be scalar quantities. 
The second tern in eq. (5.23) is of no interest since it 
would not contribute to the spin-orbit potential. In order to 
deternine a we integrate eq. (5.23) over the angles of 7 and 
identify |7 /i| with the lacal mosnentun k of the incident 
nucleon. This gives us 
« = - I '^Cjr^+Kj.rjt^^ K.r^ j^(k^x)dx. (5.24) 
Now choosing the z-axis along the direction of r and using 
eqs. (5.23), and (5.24) in eq. (5.22) we finally obtain 
".o^^*'^> = — kU^+»*l'rJt^^x COS o j^(k^x)dHl^.o^, (5.25) 
2r J 
4. 
where 1^ is the orbital angular nonentun of the incident 
nucleon. 
Eq. (5.25) is our expression for the exchange part of the 
IZ^ 
nucltton-nucleus apin-orblt potential. It Is Important to not* 
2 8 10 11) 
that we have nade no auch approxination as in refs. ' ' ' , 
e.g. the short range nature of the spin-orbit t-aatrices. Thus 
we have presented a method to calculate the exchange part 
exactly. Ue can easily generalize eq. (5.25) for the case of 
incident protons and take into account the differences between 
2) 
neutron and proton matter densities as in ref. 
C5.3.2> R*BU11B of Axact caiculalion of *xchang* part of 
spin-orbii polttnllali 
This subsection describes the results of our calculation 
for the spin-orbit potential using eq. (5.25). Ue consider the 
scattering of protons from Ca in the low and in the 
intermediate energy regions. Ue have done calculations using 
12) both the Urbana V14 soft core and the Hamada-Johnston hard 
13) 
core internucleon potentials. However, we show results only 
for V14 since the use of the hard core potential does not give 
qualitatively different results. For the single particle mixed 
neutron density p (r ,r ) and proton density p (r ,r ) we have 
used the approximate expression, proposed by Negele and 
Vautherin , that is eq. 24 of ref. . Brieva and Rook ^  
started from eq. (5.17) and expanded the resulting mixed 
densities p (r ,r_) and p (r ,r ) as a power series in x = 
r_-r . They retained the lowest non-zero order and used the 
mixed densities as defined above. Ue also give the results 
from this calculation in order to see the effect of the higher 
order terms, implicitly included in our exact calculation but 
IZi) 
2) 
nefilected in ref. 
Fig. 3 shows the results of our calculation of the 
exchange part of the spin-orbit potential for the scattering 
of protons from '***Ca at 30.3 HeV. Ue do not show the results 
at other energies since they are qualitatively similar, except 
that the exchange term becomes negligibly small with the 
increase in incident energy. The curves labelled V and V 
2 ) 
show respectively the results of Brieva and Rook, ref. , and 
those from eq. (5.25). The immediate conclusion is that the 
2 ) 
first term of the expansion, as used in ref. , is not valid; 
indeed the results from eq. (5.25) are about one half of those 
2 ) 
of ref. in the nuclear surface region. 
These results however require a rather more critical 
consideration. To obatin the curve labelled V in fig. 3 a 
value of k at each radius in the nucleus is required. In 
order to obtain the curve of fig. 3 we used 
k* = li!I(E + V), (5.26) 
where m is the nucleon mass, E is the incident nucleon energy 
and V is the real part of the optical potential derived from a 
nuclear matter calculation, at the given nuclear density. This 
leads to possible errors and to investigate the importance of 
these we proceed as follows. The Bessel function of eq. (5.25) 
can be expanded as 
126 
j (k X) * 1 - k X /6 (5.27a) 
* 1 + x^7*/6. (5.27b) 
Calculations usinft eq. (5.27a) are trivially easy while 
calculations using eq. (5.27b) can be made by incorporatins 
the 7 tern into the kinetic enerey tern of the Schrodineer 
equation. This is just equivalent to self-consistent treatment 
o£ the potential V in eq. (5.26). In fig. 3 the curves 
labelled V and V refer respectively to the use of eqs. 
a A 
(5.27a) and (5.27b). Ue see that these curves differ very 
narkedly indicating that a simple treatment of k , as in the 
curve V , fi&. 3, is not fully adequate. 
To obtain final answer we note that the curves V and V 
A n 
are fairly close. This suggests that a second order treatment 
of the values of k should be adequate. Thus our final answer 
for the exchange part ia taken to be 
=" = V +V-V, , (5.28) 
n A S 
where V , for instance, is taken from the curve labelled V in 
A A 
f i g . 3 . This curve i s shown i n f i g . 3 a l s o . Comparing v and 
V we s e e that an over a l l e f f e c t i s a r e d u c t i o n of some 30% 
o 
2 ) 
compared with the earlier results of ref. . 
Id 
C5.4) AnjklyslB ot p- Ca scAtlttrlng datAi 
In this section we describe in detail the analysis of 
p-'***C« elastic scatterinfi differential cross section and 
polarization data from '***Ca at low and at intermediate 
energies using our calculated optical potential and conpare 
with previous calculations. Ue use the Urbana V14 soft core 
interaction . Different components of the optical potential 
are calculated as follows. Ue calculate the direct part of the 
central potential as described in chapter III and also 
described in ref. . The exchange part of the central 
potential is calculated from eq. (4.17) as described in-
previous chapter IV. The direct part of the spin-orbit 
potential is calculated using eqs. (5.7) and (5.8), as 
discussed in subsection 5.2.1. The exchange part of the 
spin-orbit potential is obtained from eq. (5.28), as described 
in subsection 5.3.2. Ue have also taken into account the 
4) 
effective mass correction in both the central and 
spin-orbit parts of the calculated potential. Ue denote this 
optical potential as V . The calculated potentials are used to 
predict the p- Ca elastic scattering observables. The 
normalizations for the real and imaginary parts of the central 
potential are respectively X* and X* , while x" and X* are 
o a ao so 
the normalizations for the real and imaginary spin-orbit parts 
of the potential. Ue use X to denote the above mentioned four 
normalizations collectively. Values of X < 1 denote that the 
i^S 
calculated potential is large while X » 1 denotes asreenent 
between the calculated and empirical values. For comparison we 
also show normalizations obtained in analysing the same data 
using the calculated potential denoted by V , following the 
2) 4 5) 
method of Brieva and Rook \ using VI4 as in refs. ' ^. 
Though the calculations have been performed at about 18 
energies in the low and intermediate energy regions, we show 
here the results obtained only at 30.3 HeV (as an energy 
representative of low energy region) and at 200 neV (as an 
energy representative of intermediate energy region). Table-1 
shows the normalizations obtained at 30.3 IleV and 200 MeV. The 
values of x show that we are able to obtain fits to the data 
of similar quality with our potential V as compared with the 
older potential V . However, we do not obtain any improvement. 
Consider first the spin-orbit term. Ue see that the 
values of X obtained for V are greater as compared with 
so n 
those obtained for V^  at both the incident energies, E = 
b p 
30.3 HeV and E = 200 HeV. This indicates that the real part of 
p 
spin-orbit optical potential obtained from our exact 
calculation is smaller as compared with that obtained from the 
4 5) 
older calculation ' . 
Turning now to the central part, the real part is not 
very different for V and V. . For the imaginary part we obtain 
very similar values of X^. In particular we obtain a slight 
improvement in the values of X* at 30.3 HeV, but the 
id^ 
calculated potsntial is still too larae. At 200 n«V values of 
of X for both V and VI are closer to unity. 
Ue have also perforned the above analysis using 
calculated potential starting from HJ interaction. However, 
except for ninor differences in the normalization parameters 
the results are qualitatively sinilar to those using V14 
interaction. 
TABLE-1 
X and x' v a l u e s for p-* Ca e l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n f t 
x" 
a 
x' 
CI 
X* 
ao 
x' 
act 
B 
2 
as 
s 
8 
E =30.3 neV 
V 
n 
0.858 
0.564 
1.771 
-1.250 
146.95 
55.53 
364.74 
152.248 
\ 
0.853 
0.530 
1.316 
-0.717 
262.67 
99.13 
652.27 
272.133 
E =200 MeV 
P 
V 
n 
0.920 
0.913 
1.395 
0.545 
36.52 
51.22 
21.80 
39.129 
\ 
0.824 
0.986 
0.824 
0.680 
21.70 
24.66 
18.74 
23.247 
Plgur* capllonst 
Figure 1: The direct part of the calculated real apin-orbit 
potential, aee subaection 5.2.2 for detail. 
Fisure 2: The direct part of the calculated real apin-orbit 
potential for p- Ca at 200 IleV. The labels V and 
V denote respectively the new and old calculations. 
Figure 3: The calculated exchange part of the real spin-orbit 
potential for p- Ca at 30.3 IleV, see subsection 
5.3.2 for detail. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CCMCLUSION 
ic(2 
C6.1> Conclusion* 
In the previous chapters ve have been mainly concerned 
with the calculation of nuclear natter optical potential, 
nuclear natter binding energy, nuclear natter 
inconpreasibility and the construction of nucleon-nucleua 
optical potential from effective t-natrices in the lowest 
order Brueckner theory starting fron realistic interactions. 
In chapter II we first described a detailed calculational 
technique to obtain nuclear natter optical potential, nuclear 
natter binding energy and nuclear natter inconpreasibility in 
the first order Brueckner theory using local Urbana V14 soft 
15 2) 
core and Hanada-Johnston hard core interactions. Our 
calculation of nuclear natter optical potential at several 
densities indicates that if one uses a sinple local density 
3 4') 
approxination ' to calculate optical potential for finite 
nuclei one would obtain a shape resenbling the wine-bottle 
botton type of real potential at incident energy in the 
transition region. Further, the radial shape of real potential 
changes substantially with increasing energy. The behaviour of 
the nuclear natter potential at various densities indicates a 
nild surface enhancement in the inaginary potential at low 
incident energies. At high energies the imaginary potential 
has no surface peaking in the calculated optical potential. 
Ue have seen that the lowest order Brueckner theory with 
the use of Urbana V14 realistic interaction predicts a large 
163 
saturation density and an overbinding of the infinite nuclear 
natter. Whereas HJ '^  interaction predicts a saturation density 
quite close to the empirical one , however the predicted 
binding energy is too low as compared with the empirical 
value. Thus the saturation density is correct but the system 
is underbound. Finally, the results obtained from two 
different approaches -the Brueckner theory and the variational 
approach ^- using Urbana V14 realistic interaction are 
qualitatively similar. Both approaches give rise to a large 
saturation density and an overbinding of the nuclear matter. 
In particular, Brueckner theory compared with the variational 
approach predicts greater binding energy (by about 2 IleV per 
particle) at a comparatively lower saturation density. 
Our calculation using Urbana V14 interaction gives rise 
to nuclear matter incompressibility which is in fair agreement 
with the results using variational approach with the same 
two-body interaction. This is quite satisfying and it 
strengthens our confidence in the calculational procedure. 
Both the above results are in fair agreement with the 
2 1 
empirical value. However, the use of HJ "^  interaction gives 
rise to a nuclear matter incompressibility which is quite low 
as compared with empirical one. 
Thus we conclude that the first order Brueckner theory 
can be successfully employed to calculate nuclear matter 
optical potential from a realistic interaction. The main 
16^ 
£ftatur«8 of the calculated potential are in fair agreeaent 
with the eapirical reeulte. Further, the use of first order 
Brueckner theory givea results which are qualitatively aiailar 
to the results of variational approach \ The disagreeaient 
with the saturation density seens to be due to the neglect of 
higher order effects as shown by the variational 
calculation . 
Chapter III has been concerned with the construction of 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential for finite nuclei fron the 
effective t-natrices calculated in the lowest order Brueckner 
theory of infinite nuclear matter starting from realistic 
interaction following the folding procedure of Brieva and 
3 4) Rook ' . It should be pointed out that we do not use the 
generalized reference spectrum method but solve the integral 
equation using matrix inversion technique. In this chapter we 
have first described in detail the method of calculation of 
different components (direct central, exchange central, direct 
spin-orbit and exchange spin-orbit parts) of the 
nucleon-nucleus optical potential. Ue have also presented a 
new formulation of obtaining the effective mass correction to 
the optical potential, which slightly differs from 
others . Our new approach not only modifies the central 
imaginary part but also gives a feed back term in the real 
central part and modifies the real spin-orbit and imaginary 
spin-orbit parts of the calculated optical potential. Ue have 
Ida 
p«r£orni«d calculations for obtaining nucleon-nucleus optical 
potential uaing both the Urbana V14 soft core ^ and HJ hard 
core '^  realistic interactions. The results show that the 
calculated potentials are in reasonable agreement with the 
ones required to fit the scattering data. In particular ve 
have found that the real part of our calculated optical 
potential resenbles in shape with the vine-bottle bottom type 
of potential at an incident energy in the transition region. 
The radial shape of real optical potential changes 
substantially with increasing energy. Ue have seen that at low 
incident energy the calculated optical potential contains a 
mild surface enhancement in the imaginary part. At high 
incident energies the imaginary potential has no surface 
peaking in the calculated potential. Further, at low incident 
energies the central optical potential using V14 interaction 
in the interior region is more attractive (by about 8 NeV in 
case of real part and by about 2-4 HeV in case of imaginary 
2'i part) as compared with that using HJ ' interaction. Further, 
2 •) 
at low incident energies HJ interaction gives a pronounced 
surface enhancement whereas V14 interaction gives a milder 
surface enhancement in the imaginary central potential. 
In chapter IV we have investigated the approximations 
used to calculate the central exchange part of the potential 
where we have shown that this part of the potential can be 
written as a series whose first term corresponds to that used 
iiiS 
by all previoua authors * ~ . Ue have calculated the first 
three terns of the series which seems to converge fairly 
rapidly. Our calculations have shown that the additional two 
terns of the series contribute significantly only to the 
imaginary part of the central potential. The effect of these 
additional terms on the real part of central potential is only 
marginal. In particular, we have shown that as a result of 
these additional terms the surface peaking in the imaginary 
potential is enhanced to some extent at low incident nucleon 
energies. This surface peaking at low incident nucleon 
energies has often been suggested by purely empirical 
analyses . Its absence in all microscopic calculations 
starting from basic nucleon interaction has been a problem. 
The size of the imaginary part of the central potential, 
particularly in the nuclear interior is not substantially 
reduced by the inclusion of the two additional terms of the 
series as required by the low energy scattering data. Thus the 
calculated potential remains about AQi larger than the one 
required for obtaining good agreement with the scattering 
data. 
In chapter V we have investigated the calculation of 
spin-orbit part of the nucleon-nucleus potential. Our 
investigations lead us to the following conclusions. First we 
consider the direct part of the spin-orbit potential. Previous 
calculations used series expansions and made use of various 
id? 
approximations to sum the series. In particular, ve have shown 
that the series of Greenlees et al. and that of 
Scheerbaun are fornally equivalent. Further, we have shown 
that the convergence of the series is doubtful, that is, the 
second tern of the series is alnost as large as the first 
term. Ue have shown that one can easily calculate the direct 
part of the spin-orbit potential exactly. Our calculations 
show that the approximation of using just the first term of 
the series underestimates the direct part of the spin-orbit 
potential at short distances and overestimates it at large 
distances. However, the volume integrals calculated from the 
first order term of the series and that from the exact 
expression are very similar. For the exchange part of the 
spin-orbit potential, our calculations show that the 
approximations made earlier are more severe. Ue have 
presented, in this chapter, a method of calculating the 
exchange part without making any approximation. In particular, 
we find that the calculations following the approximate method 
4) 
of Brieva and Rook overestimate the exchange part of the 
spin orbit potential by about 30%. Thus the total spin-orbit 
potential is reduced by 15% as a result of our exact 
calculations. 
Ue have made analyses of the differential cross sections 
and polarization data of elastic scattering of protons from 
Ca at several energies in low and intermediate energy 
16S 
regions uaing the new potentials of chapter IV and chapter V. 
The agreement obtained using the calculated potential is 
reasonable. However, the calculated central imaginary part is 
still appreciably large as in earlier calculations. 
Calculations of the central imaginary part of the potential 
19) 
using three nucleon correlation terms in the Brueckner 
theory shows a promise of substantially affecting the strength 
of the central imaginary potential. The results indicate that 
the inclusion of such higher order terms reduces the 
calculated potential by about 10-15 % and further enhances the 
20) 
surface peaking. Further, the use of off-shell prescription 
for calculating the energies of the intermediate state 
nucleons also reduces the strength of the imaginary potential 
at low energies. However, in the present thesis, we have not 
investigated the effect of these three nucleon correlation 
terms or the off-shell effects. Ue shall pursue these 
investigations in future. Further, from this analysis the 
calculated spin-orbit part is too small (about 30%). Ue think 
that this feature and the size of the imaginary central part 
are the present major discrepancies at lower energies in 
calculations of the type described here. 
In conclusion we feel satisfied that we have been able to 
make substantial improvement in the calculational procedure 
for obtaining both the central and spin-orbit part of the 
microscopic optical potential for spherical nuclei. 
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